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Seventieth 
Annual Commencement 
Utah State University 
Logan 
DIAMOND JUBILEE 
NELSON FIELDHOUSE 
TUESDAY, JUNE FOURTH 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE FIFTH 
NINETEEN HUNDRED SIXTY--THREE 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
The Board of Trustees is composed of twelve citizens of the State appointed by the Governor for a 
term of four years , and two ex--officio members , the Secretary of State and the President of the Utah State 
University Alumni Association . 
Alma Sonne , Chairman ............................................................................................ .. Logan 
Fern B. Ercanbrack, Vice Chairman ...................................................................... Provo 
Newell V. Sanders ....................................... ........................................................... Kaysville 
R. J. Potter ... ....... .......... ......... .......... .. ......... .. ... ...... ................... ....... ...... ...... ....... .... Garland 
Henry R. Hurren .............................. ........................................................................ Logan 
Ralph S. Blackham .................................................................................................... Moroni 
David W. Evans .................. .......................................................................... Salt Lake City 
Phillip A. Bullen ................. ...................... ..................... .............. .............. Salt Lake City 
Reed W. Farnsworth ........ ................................................................................ Cedar City 
Sid H. Eliason, Sr ...................... ....................... ........... .................... ............. Salt Lake City 
N. D. Salisbury .......................................................................................................... Logan 
Lamont F. Toronto, Secretary of State ( ex--officio) ............................ Salt Lake City 
Joseph E. Whitesides, President, Alumni Association ( ex--officio) ........ Salt Lake City 
L. Mark Neuberger 
Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
Logan 
Newly appointed members whose term of service becomes effective July 1, 1963. 
E. 0. Larson ................................... ............... ........... ................................... Salt Lake City 
Lucile O. Petty ... ............................................. ... .... .. . ..... ................... .......................... Ogden 
Alva R. Snow .............................................. ... . .... ... ............................ ................ Roosevelt 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
President and Board of Trustees 
Official Guests 
University Administrative Officers 
Faculties of the Various Colleges 
Candidates for Graduate Degrees 
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees 
DRESS 
The wearing of academic costume by faculty 
and student participants at the time of Commence-
ment Exercises has become traditional among 
universities. The color and pageantry of these 
occasions are designed to indicate the degree 
of academic achievement of those who actively 
participate in such exercises. In order for the 
audience to better appreciate and understand the 
significance attached to these ceremonial aspects 
of the program, the following information is pre~ 
sented. 
The significance of the costume is determined 
principally by the cut of the gown, the size and 
shape of the hood, and the color of the tassels on 
the cap. The BACHELOR'S gown is character-
ized by the long pointed sleeves. The gown worn 
by a MAST ER has closed sleeves with the arc 
of a circle near the bottom. The arm extends 
through the slit, giving the appearance of short 
sleeves. The hood consists of material similar 
to the gown and lined with the official academic 
color of the institution conferring the degree. If 
the institution has more than one color, the chev-
ron is used to display the second color. The 
DOCTOR'S gown has full, round and open 
sleeves wit h three bars of velvet on each sleeve. 
The velvet facing of the bars may be black or 
th e color indicative of the degree. The hood con~ 
ists of a larger and longer assemblage of institu-
tional color draped over the recipient's shoulders 
and falling we ll down the back. 
The colors worn on the tassels signify the 
various colleges of the University from which a 
candidat e is being graduated. 
AGRICULTURE .... .......... ................................ ................. ..................................... ...... Maise 
BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES ............. ............ ........ .............................. ..... Drab 
EDUCATION ···· ······· ····································· ······· ···--·-··-···-·---·-·········· ········-········· Light Blue 
ENGINEERING ........ ................ ........... ......... ........... ................................... ..... ....... .... Orange 
FAMILY LIFE ······································· ······ ··· ·-··········· ······· ·····-····-···· ······················· ·· Maroon 
FOREST, RANGE AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT ................................ Russet 
HUMANITIES AND ARTS ··························· -···-···· ····-···························· ················ · White 
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES (EdD, PhD) ........................................ Gold 
SCI EN CE .............. .......................................... ... ...... .................... .... ........... ........ Gold-Yellow 
BACCALAUREATE 
Tue day evening, June 4, 1963 
7:30 p.m. 
PRESIDENT DARYL CHASE, Conducting 
PROCESSIONAL ······ ······ ······ ········ ········ ····· ·············· ······ ···· ···· ···· ········· ·········· Baldwin Organ 
Jerry B. Powell, Organist 
INVOCATION 
Monsignor Jerome Stoffel 
Director, Ne'vvman Center, Logan 
WELCOME AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
Daryl Chase 
President, Utah State University 
MUSICAL SELECTIONS 
SERMON 
Haec Dies ( This Glad Day) .......................... ............. ..... .... William Byrd 
Song of Liberty .... Words by Walt Whitman, Music by Frank Bohnhorst 
University Madrigal Singers, A. L. Dittmer, Conductor 
Elder Nathan E. Tanner 
Member of the Qu orum of the Twelve Apostles 
Church of Jesus Chr ist of Latter-day Saints 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
Chorus from Juda s Maccab~us "We Never Will Bow Do wn " ,........, 
G. F. Handel 
Utah State Uni er ity Combined Choruses, Merle E. Puffer , Conductor 
BENEDICTION 
The Reverend Mine r E . Bruner 
First Presb y terian Chur ch , Log an 
RECESSIONAL·· ···· ···· ········· ·· ········ ······· ···· ····· ···························· ··· ·· ··· ·· ····· ····· Baldwin Organ 
Jerr y B. Powell, Organis t 
GRADUATION 
Wednesday morning, June 5 
9:30 a.m. 
PRESIDENT DARYL CHASE, Conducting 
PROCESSIONAL 
Uni versi ty Grand March --------------------------------------Edwin Franko Goldwin 
Huldingungsmarsch from "Sigurd Jorsalfar" ____________________ Edward Grieg 
University Concert Band , Max Dalby, Director 
INVOCATION 
Wayne Peterson 
Recipient, University Citizenship Award 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
"Canticle to Peace" -----------------------------------------------------------Lloyd Pfautsch 
University Combined Choruses , M erle E. Puffer, Conductor 
ADDRESS TO GRADUATES 
Daryl Chase 
President, Utah State University 
MUSICAL SELECT ION 
Cathedral Chorus from the "Slavonic Folk Suite " __________ Alfred Reed 
University Concert Band , Max Dalby, Director 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Daryl Chase 
President , Utah State University 
MUSICAL SELECTIOM 
Alma Mater Hymn --------------------------------------------Theodore M. Burton 
University Combined Choruses , Merle E. Puffer, Conductor 
BENEDICTION 
Marilyn Pollard 
Recipient, University Citizenship Award 
RECESSIONAL 
Regal Procession ----------------------------------------------------------Clifton Williams 
University Concert Band , Max Dalby , Director 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
DAVID A. BURGOYNE, ACTING DEAN 
Alaeddini , Heshmatolah A. 
Bambrough, Paul Taylor 
Beck, Milton M. 
Bell, Theo Johnny 
Butler, Wayne Ray 
Conover, Paul George 
Cunningham, Wayne Edwin 
Darrington, Denton C. 
Davidi, Zabiollah 
Davis, Thomas Dee 
Dhaliwal, Hardev Singh 
Eddy, Hugh Victor Jr. 
Erickson, Ralph D . 
Fajen, Richard Lawrence 
Farahbakhsh, Hossien N. 
Farnsworth, Merion P. 
BACHELOR OP SCIENCE DEGREE 
Finch, Kenneth Arden 
Francis , Blair Roberts 
Hancock, Paul Tex 
Hartley, Robert Brent 
Hunsaker, Vaughn Edward 
Iranfar, Mohamad Ali Parviz 
Jeppesen, Keith Merle 
Jooyan, Farrokh 
Jorjani, lraj 
Kawaguchi , Ike lchiro 
Kelsey , Larry Morgan 
Kinsey , Allan Stephen 
Larson, Garth Richard 
Lowry , John Haslam 
Lupton, Harold Wayne 
Mackenzie, Don 
Markos , Harry George 
Mojtahedi, Masued 
Neeley, Owen Judson 
Neilson, Chad Leon 
Nelson, Alan Pratt 
Nelson, David Michael 
Ogden , Robert Verl 
Okleberry, Donald R. 
Pearson, Alan Fairbanks 
Perkes , Ferron Waite 
Petersen, Claine J. 
Potisuwan, Upatham 
Purtee, David Mathew 
Ratanaprayura, Chalermthep 
Rawlings, Richard Soren 
Rigby, Fredrick James 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Ro BERT p. COLLIER , DEAN 
Harmon , Michael Mont 
Mohlman , Grant C. 
Adams , Jerry Murdock 
Albadri , Paik Jasim 
Alder, Wayne M. 
Alvey, Delbert Gary 
Andersen, Douglas L. 
Anderson, Adrian Arthur 
Anderson, James Lynn 
Anderson , Linda Lou Hunt 
Anger , Ernest Gail 
Archibald , Read Wallace 
Ashbaker, Phillip Neil 
Atkinson , Richard Robert 
Backlund, Annette B. 
Bailey, Harold L. 
Bailey , Martha Lynn Sanford 
Barclay, Leroi Gardner Jr. 
Barrus, Melvin Henry 
Bartholomew, Charles A. 
Bartholomew , Frank C. 
Baxter, Robert Lee 
Bench, Varnell A. 
Berensen, Gary Clayton 
Bess, Noel Rulon 
Bingham, Alton Clark 
Bishop, Kent A. 
Black, Gary Robert 
Blacker, Gary F. 
Blaschke, Ronne Arthur 
Blue, Garrett Elias 
Bowen, Garry Legrand 
Boyer , Glen L. 
Brandon, L. Kay 
Brinton , Evyonna Wiltshire 
Brinton, Ralph David · 
Brostrom , Richard G. 
Brown , Rex Albert 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
Robinson, Julie Watt, Ronald George 
BACHELOR OP SCIENCE DEGREE 
Bunnell, Paul Bert 
Burkert, Mardell Malmberg 
Buxton, Clifford Val 
Cannon , Bonnie Gay 
Carr, Marion Bruce 
Carson, Carla Jean 
Charnchayasuk, Chamcha i 
Choate, Erma Marie 
Collins , Eleen Lula 
Cook, Lyman Harve y 
Cottam , Keith M. 
Courtright, Bruce A. 
Crosland, Mont LeRoy 
Dabb, Jeanette 
Dansie , Jesse Rodney 
Dearden, David Kenneth 
Decker, Rodney Dalton 
DeMond, Loren Gale 
DeS_imone, Henry Anthony 
Dover , Richard E. 
Draper, Robert Lorenzo 
Dursteler, Larry R. 
Eckardt , William Brent 
Ekapojana , Laksana 
Elliott, Thomas Donald 
Ellsworth, Wanda Mae Butler 
Erickson, Roy 
Evans , Don Orvil 
Fath, Frank Anthon y 
Ferrin , Barry Wayn e 
Fielding, Don Ray 
Fielding Ronald Kay 
Forsberg, Wilford LeRoy 
Foster, Glen Ray 
Frehner, Clayt on 
Fugal, Carol Don C. 
Fuller, Gaylin S. 
Fullmer, Jon Robert 
Gambs , Paul Edward 
Gatherum , James Coleman 
George, Keith Ray 
Gilbert, Arlo Comish 
Goebel , Ellis Crawford 
Gurr, Jerrolyn 
Gyllenskog, Margaret D. 
Habashi, Parviz 
Hamilton , Francis Waldo 
Hamilton, James William 
Hanson, Garth A. 
Harmon, Michael Mont 
Healy , Sandra Lee 
Heaps, Pheobe Helen 
Heravi , Mehdi 
Hickman , Kenneth Frank 
Higgins, Thomas James 
Hildebrand, Robert John 
Hooper, William Fred 
Hoth , LaDell Clarence 
Huebner, Lawrence Henry 
Hughes , Beth 
Hyde, Marion R. 
Jens en, Harold Gene 
Jensen, Nelson Wayne 
Jeppesen, Vernal Paul 
Johnson, Dorothy Moore 
Johnson , Wally John 
Kotter , Richard E. 
Kowallis, Laraine Gaye 
Kuhn, Jack 
Lamb, John A. 
Larsen , Brent Douglas 
Larsen, Lloyd Burke 
Rosier, Gary Lee 
Schank, Dean Ray 
Schwieder, Boyd Philip 
Silver, Lary Dale 
Smith, Ralph Leon 
Smith , Rex Lanel 
Spencer, Dale Orson 
Taheri, Abolghassem 
Tolman, Gerald Olester 
Topham, Mardell Dalton 
Valanejad, Daryush 
Williams, Robert Gus 
Yama, Michae l Hisao 
Webb , Julia Ann 
Larson , James Keith 
Larson, Ray Terry 
Larson, Sterling B. 
Laub, John Henry 
Laurence, Brent Hart 
Lemmon, Thomas Alfred 
Macfarlane, Larry Dean 
Madigan, Edwin Francis 
Manning, William Patrick 
Margetts, Robert Dell 
Markowski, Joseph Thomas 
McCann , Dixie Ann 
McEntire, James Rock 
McIntyre, Barry Edwin 
Mecham , Darlene Gibson 
Meikle , Patricia 
Merrill , Alwyn Lowe 
Messerly , Grant N. 
Miyagishima, Shoji 
Moculeski, Stanley A. 
Murdock , Brenda Carol 
Neilsen, Craig H. 
Nelson , Terry C . 
Newey , Harold Dee 
Nish, DeVon Horton 
Novotny , Robert Joseph 
Nyman, Rodney Brent 
Olson , Paul Jerold 
Palmer , Phil 
Parker , Gary Grant 
Parkinson , Byron LeRoy 
Patton, Richard Dean 
Peters, Arthur Ernest 
Petersen , David 
Peterson, Ronald Oren 
Peterson , Wayn e Skeec 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCE (Continued) 
Phanphakdi, Visutra 
Pitcher, MerLynn Harris 
Poulsen, Standley James 
Pravichai, Precha 
Puzey, William Bezzant 
Quayle, Dean Wendell 
Ransiyanondha, Y unyong 
Rawlings, Asa McKay 
Reese, Joseph D. 
Reeser, Gale Dean 
Reynolds , Boyd Elmo 
Roberts, Darrell C. 
Robinette, Max William 
Rogers, David Lynn 
Rudzinski, Robert Allen 
Savage, Pamela Claire 
Schiffman, Jay Darrell 
Seiersen, Woodrow Rolle II 
Sesaweech, Payoongsakdi 
Shumway, Roden G. 
Shurtleff, Bill Keith 
Shurtliff, Gary Lee 
Simmonds , Richard A. 
Sinclair, Darlene Laneve 
Smith, Ellis Thomas 
Smith, Leonard C. 
Smith, Sidney Alexander 
Smith, Wendell Karren 
Stanger, LaVor Wright Sr. 
Stephenson, Leonard J. 
Stewart, Gordon W. 
Stokes, Jackie Lee 
Stucki, Afton 
Sumbot, Robert Anthony 
Swindle, James Earl 
Talbot, Richard Norman 
Tanner, Judith Louise 
Tanner, Richard Stephen 
Thele, Robert Birger 
Theurer , Dennis Ray 
Thomas, Roger Carson 
Thomas , Vaughan L. 
Thompson, Keith Brent 
Thorstensen , Robert Woods 
Turner, James Bayard 
Udy, Ronald Dean 
Uhes, Michael Joseph 
Urness, Marylln Underwood 
Wade, Clydene Green 
Wagstaff , Wayne Marlon 
Ward, Michael Owens 
Ward , Terry Gubser 
Waters , John Knight Jr. 
Watkins, Linda Lee Scott 
Watson, Eugene Arden 
Webb, Douglas Sherwin 
Wheeler, Victor Claude 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
JOHN C. CARLISLE, DEAN 
Ballif, Karl Clair 
Hammond, Anna Marie 
Adams, Richard Reed 
Agee, Susann 
Andersen, Judith 
Anderson, Eldon Ervin 
Anderson, Lee James 
Anderson, Mary Ann McBride 
Anderson , Ronald Allred 
Arp, Virginia E. McMahon 
Bailey, Ann 
Baird, Nola Lee 
Baird, Vicky Marie 
Ballif, Beverly Ann 
Bankhead, Anna Hansen 
Barney, Don Curtis 
Barnum, Roxie Ann 
Barsballe, Pauline L. 
Bateman, Connie Jill 
Belnap, Velma B. 
Bennett, Dean T. 
Bennett, Floyd Leroy 
Bergeson, Philip Hal 
Bird, Tommy Lea 
Black, Yvonne Eileen 
Blanch, Larry Earl 
Boyer, Fem L. Jones 
Briggs, Verdell Welker 
Briggs, William Marshall 
Bright, Carol Housley 
Broadhead , Geraldine 
Broderick, Ronald J. 
Bullock, Kathryn Elizabeth 
Burningham , Joyce 
Butterworth, Karen 
Byram , My rtle Ann 
Cagaanan, Terry 
Cahoon, Owen William 
Cain, Verma McCracken 
Call, W ynlee Sue Gardner 
Capell, Bonnie Marie Talt 
Carr, Frances Helen 
Carter , Kenneth G. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
Kapp, Joan Carol 
Kellett, Andrew Rey 
Rice, Eloise Julia Leonard 
Ryan, Ellen Renee 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Casey, Michael Lowell 
Chamberlain, Timothy J. 
Chambers, Loretta 
Chandler, Barry D. 
Chappell, Seth Sperry 
Chatterley, Phyllis 
Cherry, Karen Ann 
Christensen, Alan New 
Christensen , Annette Beus 
Christensen , Leone B. 
Christiansen , Paul R. 
Christiansen, Shannon Leon 
Cinfio, Ralph Michaele Jr. 
Clark, Hannah Ruth 
Clegg, Ferris Leigh 
Cole, Wyora J. 
Conolly, Richard Roy 
Cook, Dorothy Toone 
Cooley, Molly M. Siler 
Cope, Lynn Ashton 
Cousin , Valerie Jeanne 
Cranney, Helen Hemmert 
Crezee, Frank James 
Crofts, Philip Neil 
Crumley, Rose M. 
Curtis, Kenneth Dee 
Dahme, William Harvey 
Dalley, W. Edward 
Daniels, Bonnie Rae 
Davenport, Ronald K. 
Davis, Antone L. 
Davis , Grace Thompson 
Davis, Shirley Lou Erickson 
Da yley, Carroll Fred 
Dickson, Suzann 
Dine, Charles Patten 
Dives, Linda Lee 
Douglass , Glenna Dee 
Dow, Randy Theron 
Draper, Paul Maurice 
Ehorn , Merlin LeMar 
Ekker, Nell Maxfield 
Eliason, Barbara 
Endieveri, Frank Joseph 
English, William H. 
Erickson, Glen William 
Ernstrom, Claranita McAllister 
Ewing, Thomas Milton 
Fail, Richard 
Fanning, Faye Berrett 
Fehrenbacker, Frances R. 
Ferguson, Edith P. 
Fitzgerald, Warren Lee 
Flint, Charlene 
Fonnesbeck, LaRae Skeen 
Foster, Ruth Elaine Maughan 
Fox , Boyd 
Francis, Don Edward 
Gamble, Darrel Glen 
Geddes, Cleo G. 
Gee, Jerald E. 
George, Shirl Elmer 
Gilbert, Madge 
Gill. Gary Phillip 
Golightly, Marvin Chadwick 
Goodman, Norris Dean 
Gottfredson, Carol Willardsen 
Graham, Beth Toolson 
Groom, Ann Marie Wagstaff 
Grunig , Harold J. 
Gunnell, Eleanor 
Guthrie, McKay Lowell 
Hacking, La Verne L. 
Hancock, J el a ire Audrey 
Hansen, John A. 
Hansen, Kathleen 
Hansen, Lynda 
Harris , Lois Gayle H. 
Harrison, Lloyd B. 
Hasen, Mark 
Hatch , Barbara Lynne 
Heaton , Esther Woodbury 
White, Gary Niel 
Whitesides, Boyd C. 
Wilkins, Harriet Watkins 
Williams, Ethna Lauralie 
Williams, James Stewart Jr. 
Williams, Stanley 
Williams, Terrel Blair 
Williams, Thomas Henry 
Wilson, Jerrold Sam 
Wold, Cordell Orvid 
W orawongwasu, Suchin 
Wright, Dwain Charles 
Y elenich, Anton Louis 
Y elenich , Marko Jr. 
Zlotnick, David Gary 
Zufelt , Weldon Von 
Stephens, Jerlyn Ila 
Hedin , Francine Ester 
Heileson, Colleen Marie 
Hein, Shirley LaRue Canning 
Herrick, Ronald L. 
Hill, James Terryle 
Hillstead, Dora 
Hogge, Dennis Jay 
Hokanson, Ruth L. 
Holbrook, Melnot Barlow 
Holker, Joan 
Holt, Judith Tingey 
Horrocks, Gordon 
Hoskins, Sherleen 
Houston, Edythe 
Huber, Annette 
Hughes, Elmer Esmond 
Hyde, Leon Allen 
Ivory, Rex Clair 
Jacobsen, Claudia 
Jenkins, Elsa R. 
Jenkins, Marlene 
Jensen, Athleen W. McGreggor 
Jensen, Daphne H. Cooper 
Jensen, Don Kirk 
Jensen, Ilene Ward 
Jensen, Necia Delone 
Jensen, Jennie Valoyce 
Jepsen, Zola Marie 
Johnsen, Wanda Jensen 
Johnson, Gayle 
Johnson, Lola Wahlstrom 
Johnson , Philip Donald 
Johnston, Larry Clinton 
Jolley, Judith Ann 
Jones , Linda Kay Gardner 
Jones, Lyle 
Jorgensen, Mary Wilson 
Kearsley, Preston Neil 
Keller, Marilyn 
Keller, Pauline Bundy 
Ketchum , Carol Joyce Weed 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (Continued) 
Kientzler, Phillip A. 
Kingery, Helene Carol Webb 
Kirch, Lois Martha 
Kleinman, Beatrice 
Knudsen, Robert Glen 
Kuhn, Eileen Gay Kroepel 
Larsen, Franklin Delano 
Larsen, Patricia 
Larsen, Sarah Lynette 
Larson, Vaughn William 
Lasson , Edgar Reed 
Leavitt, Howard Ernest 
Liebelt, Bruce Pyper 
Lillywhite, Ofa Dunn 
Lind, Marvel Rex 
Linford, Phyllis M. 
Longordo, Robert George 
Lowe , Jack 
Lowe, Rulon Gary 
Lunt , Joanne 
Madsen , Bert Ramsey 
Malin, Gordon Kent 
Marshall, Daniel A. 
Mason , Lee Glenn 
Maughan, Judith Ann Y onk 
Maughan, Ronald Hyrum 
May, Wayne B. 
Mayberry, Wayne H. 
Mayfield, James Dean 
McDermott, Carol 
McDonald Judy 
Merrell, Mary Anne 
Middaugh, Lanore M. 
Miller, Gene Bennion 
Miller , Mary Jane 
Milligan , Shawnee Rae 
Millward, Glade J. 
Montgomery, Catherine Brown 
Moore , Gerald Lamont 
Morf, Karen Loretta 
Morgan, Phyllis Brockbank 
Mortensen , Wanda P. 
Mouritsen , Roger Caldwell 
Mudrow, Juergen G . 
Mundy, Benita 
Murdock, Carol Lynn 
Neddo, Amelia Virginia 
Nelson , Carmen Rhoda 
Nelson, James Bart 
Nelson, Kathryn Bailey 
Neville, Carol P. 
Newey, LaVerna Burnett 
Nielson, Barbara 
Noecker, Daniel Blue 
Olsen, Rulon Clair 
Olson, Larry Melvin 
Olson, Ralph Paul 
Owen , Sheil a V. Spencer 
Paice, Dona Parker 
Palmer, John Wesley 
Parker , Elaine Howarth 
Parker, Esma B. 
Parrish, Jan 
Parsons, Zena Marie 
Passey, Margaret Ann 
Pearson , Reg Ch esley 
Pearson, Tressa Munro 
Pendorf, Judson Lemish 
Perry Maxine Zina 
Petersen, Nedra 
Pe tersen, Velma Cox 
Pierson, Reed Lyle 
Pitt , Carolyn Rae 
Pitts , Milton Neil 
Porter Claron Golden 
Price, Deaun 
Pulsipher, Peggy 
Rainey, Elma M . Bryant 
COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN UT AH 
RoYDEN C. BRAITHWAITE , DIRECTOR 
Boatwright , William Don 
Booth , Dorrel Fred 
Bracken , Marvin Clark 
Carroll , Madolyn 
Co x, Gerald L. 
Co x, Veda Leavitt 
Craig , Clifford Bean 
Dalley , Carolyn 
Day , Judith 
Edwards, Cleo R. 
Frandsen, Laurel Ann 
Frehner , Verl L. 
Garfield, Alan Noble 
Gleave, Karen Mae 
Grimshaw, Arlen D. 
Halsell , Elizabeth N. 
Hastings, Carl E . 
Heaton, Annie McAllister 
Huff, Leonard Ray 
Jacobsen , Claudia May 
Jensen, Roma Lyman 
Johnson, Venna E. 
Knight, Ferral H . 
Lunt, Myra W. 
Marsh, Sharon Dale 
Massman, Byron Douglas Jr. 
Millett, Lu Ann 
Mitch ell, Katherine Georgia 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
DEAN F. PETERSON, JR., DEAN 
Ramsey, LaDeane 
Randall, Theron W. 
Rasmussen, Lee Clair 
Raymond, Susan Ellene 
Reaveley, Ida Lee Willards en 
Reese, Arvel Carleton 
Rex , Mabel S. Cook 
Reynolds, Analee 
Reynolds, Carol Dawn 
Richards, Delia Ann 
Rindlisbacher, Robert F. 
Ripplinger, Reed Randall 
Roberts , Harriet Ruth Shupe 
Robinson, Jo Ann L. 
Rowley, Thelma Jean 
Russell , Gordon Arthur 
Sampson, Linda 
Schofield, Dale W. 
Schreiner, Winnie Mae W. 
Schwartz , Kenneth Glenn 
Shafer , Steven Edward 
Shand , Jerrie K. 
Sharp, Marianne Musser 
Sherwood, Jerald Clark 
Shiratori, Chitose 
Shreeve , Colleen Moore 
Sh rider, David Orville 
Sill , Delora Nielsen 
Simmons, Twila Jean 
Smethhurst, Dale Lamar 
Smith , Nyla 
Smith, Roland Edward 
Sorenson, Ethel Lynn 
Southwick , Tura Virtue Shaw 
Spencer, Robert W. 
Sperry , John Lamont 
Stander, Ada Bickmor e 
Stapley, Nadine 
Stock , Nedra 
Moren, Sherry Lynn 
Nelson , M. Dorothy 
Newby , Sherrell B. 
Paxman , Judith Ann 
Platt , Naomi Fordham 
Poulsen, Geraldine 
Pugh, La Verl 
Reeves , Lois Griff in 
Robinson, Ruby A. 
Seaman, Anette 
Seegmiller, Charles Rich ard 
Sherratt , Lee G. 
Sheriff, Scott Lovell 
Spencer , Anne Coombs 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Adams, Larry J. 
Allred, Lael N. 
Anderson, Edwin Taylor 
Anderson, Neil Charles 
Anderson , Scott Frank 
Bare, William Fields Rance 
Barnes, Grant P. 
Baron , Reed Clark 
Behling, Jed Erwin 
Bentley, John Clyde 
Bever, Walter Gar y 
Bhatia Apar Singh 
Bhosale, Shashikant R . 
Bingham, Denn is Ea rl 
Birch , Thomas Reed 
Blake , James David 
Blotter , James Warren 
Bodeen , Donald Verner 
Broadhe ad, Dee Warren 
Budge , Thomas Alvord Jr. 
Burton, Donald E. 
Stonebrake r, Jacquelyn Marie 
Stowers, Maureen Lydia J. 
Sutton, Saundra 
Swai n, Enoch Herman 
Sweet, Michael B. 
Taggart, Nina A. 
Taggart, Nolan Reed 
Tams, Kenneth Thomas 
Taylor, Anne 
Taylor Claren e 
Taylor, Nancy Ann 
Thom as, Della Judith 
Thompson, Lynn Packer 
Tippets, Nelda Yost 
Tomsic, Barbara Ann 
Toole, Douglas Boyd 
Tyson, William Randall 
Van Skyhawk, Catherine C. 
Walsh, Ruth Maxine 
W angsgard, Gary Ray 
Warner, Darrell Norman 
Wayment, Afton Lenore 
Welch, Ardella Bell 
Wells, Anna Beth 
Whitehouse, Roy Willis 
Whiteside, Howard Wallace 
Wignall, Gerald F. 
Wilcox, Ann Fox 
Wilde, Ralph Jones 
Wilkes, Kenneth 0. 
Wilkin, William Arthur 
Williams, Janet Meliss 
Williams , Mary B. Evans 
Willmore , David Ross 
Wilson, Orson William 
Wood, Carlton George 
Wright, Melvin Jack 
Y onk, Richard Garland 
Zaugg, David Mangelson 
Spencer, Gerald C. 
Stapel, Una P. 
Terry, Lyl a Wixom 
Truman , Ferro! Lamar 
Turner , George Wendell 
Twitchell, Genie! H. 
Walters, Jack LeRoy 
Warby , Florian Matheson 
Whicker, Fred Lee 
Williams , Dallen R. 
Williams , Paul James 
Wilson , Gerald H . 
Wood , Tom R. 
Yardley, Mar y 
Cheney, Larry 
Christensen, Frank Val 
Christensen , Wayne C . 
Cooley, Noel Hazen 
Crockett, Reed George 
Daczynski , Vincent John 
Dalpiaz, Celeste Paul 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING (Continued) 
Davis, Jerry Arnold 
Davis, Roger Ben 
Diswood, Larry Robert 
Dixon, Keith Albert 
Elahi, Mohammad Javad 
Ellsworth, German C. M. 
Fakharzadeh, Mohammad 
Foit, Kenneth Howard 
Fonnesbeck, Paul D. 
Forbes, Mark L. 
Francis, Harold Devere 
Givler, Edwin George 
Goode , Donn Calvert 
Gottfredson, Lynn P. 
Grover, Scott C. 
Gurr, Donald Armont 
Hall, Lewis M. 
Harris, Calvin Clark 
Harvey, Conley W. 
Hazelton , Richard H. 
Hendricks, James Allen 
Huff, Paul Arthur 
Hult, Peter Jesse 
Isaacson, Joseph Lynn 
Jardine, Randy Boyce 
Jeffery, Kirk Wendell 
Jenkins, Robert Gary 
Jensen, Larry Leon 
Johnson, Garth Devon 
Jones, Douglas Leonard 
Jorgensen, David Drew 
Judd, Thayne Hansen 
Kammerath, Edward D. 
Kearsley, Joseph Blaine 
Kergaye, Tariq Abdulrahman 
Kimball, Richard Nephi 
Kinnen, Charles Matthew 
Kinzel, Kenneth Wayne 
Kunzler, John Jacob Jr. 
Larsen, Dale Louis 
Larson, Gale Harding 
Maciel, John Peter 
COLLEGE OF FAMILY LIFE 
PHYLLIS SNOW, DEAN 
Malm, Rollen Gene 
McAtee, Douglas Joel 
Merrill, Wilmer Cutler 
Meschi, Mahmoud 
Milligan, James H. 
Morgan, Daryle Whitney 
Morris, Lee J. 
Mortensen, Craig Allen 
Mortensen, Gene LeRoy 
Neely, Emil H. 
Olsen, Leo Gordon 
Olson, Gordon Keith 
Oshima, Bernard Shiro 
Parris, Eddie Lee 
Paskins, Terry Eugene 
Peterson, Stephen H. 
Rasmussen, Brent Kay 
Ray, Russell Lynn 
Reaveley, Clyde Joseph 
Rezai~Khojasteh, Houshang 
Salmond, John Lowell 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Anderson, Darlene Wake 
Barclay, Nancy M. Petty 
Brackett, Ann Lee 
Brian, Marilyn 
Brown, Janice 
Christensen, Judith Ann 
Christiansen, JoAnn Kay 
Colson, Donna Marie Lovell 
Cox, Janis Checketts 
Crook, Thelma Fisher 
Dearing, Joan Darlene 
Edwards, Shauna Jensen 
Fakharzadeh, Parvaneh 
Griffin, Alice Ruth 
Gunnell, Kathryn 
Haderlie, Marilyn 
Hales, Nancy Elizabeth 
Hansen, Marilyn 
Hansen, Meredith Ann 
Hansen , Sharon Larson 
Harmon, Judy 
Harvey, Elaine 
Hassard, Helen Sherryl Swain 
Hopkins ,Marjorie 
lranfar, Nahid H. 
Jeppson, Patricia Maughan 
Jones, Geraldine 
Kennard, Jane Orme 
King, Myrna Lynn 
Langford, Elaine 
Larsen, Maurine 
Loftis, Wanda Wimmer 
Long, Lowell D. 
Lundquist, Rosemary M. 
Mathews, Pearl 
Meyers, Margaret 
Miller, Carolyn 
Moss, Rosalie Ball 
Newey, Nancy Jo 
Obom, Linda Jeanne 
Ostvig, Judy Margaret 
Partington, Vannene Andersen 
Peterson, Janene 
Peterson, Joan Alice Jensen 
Peterson, Mary Louise 
Peterson, Pamela L. 
Pollard, Marilyn G. 
Quaderer, Mary Louise 
Rasmussen, Marcia 
Richards, Judy Hess 
Rigby, Sandra 
Robinson, Janet 
Robison, Shawnee 
Shirts, Louise 
Schilowsky, Darrel D. 
Schow, Duane Rivers 
Shah, Lalit Chhotalal 
Shah, Navinchandra F. 
Sharp, Robert 
Simpson, Thad Dahle 
Smith, Jennings Thomas 
Smith, Morgan Robert 
Smith, Paul Manning 
Sorensen, Louis George 
Steed, Allan Joseph 
Steimle, Richard Max 
Straubhar, John Jay 
Stumpp, Frank Dwain 
Sturzenegger, Clarence Gene 
Virchow, Carl Freeman 
Ward, James Noel 
Webb, John Asa 
Whitworth, George Allan 
Wilkins, Vern G. 
Wood, Byard Dean 
Skidmore, Margaret 
Smith, Margaret Ann Pocock 
Spencer, Carol Jean 
Stanger, Mary Sue 
Stoker, Carol Ralphs 
Sycamore, Nancy Jayne 
Taylor, Marlene Lewis 
Tew, Jeanette Norma 
Thomas, Alice Faye Miller 
Tolman, Ellen 
Towers, Marilynn C. 
Weston, Karen 
Whitaker, Judith Ann 
Wilson, LuJuanna 
Woodward, Caryl Ann 
Wright, Varla Jane 
Zollinger, Darnell 
COLLEGE OF FOREST, RANGE AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 
J. WHITNEY FLOYD, DEAN 
Alam, Mian Maqsood 
Anderson, Darwin Glen 
Anderson, Robert Irvin 
Bayless, Stephen Roy 
Beers, James Michael 
Bellon, Howard Drew 
Berta, Lanny Mac 
Bingham, Marc C. 
Black, Dennis Howard 
Boyer, Kenneth Cordell 
Bramley, Melvin James Jr. 
Bromley, Daniel W. 
Brooksby, Preston 
Cannon, Marvin Burke 
Capel, Stephan William 
Chaudry, Abdul Majid 
Cobb, Kenneth Michael 
Cole, Max W. 
Colton , Craig W. 
Cropper, George W. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Dale, Donn Richard 
Davidson, Gary L. 
Dee, Richard F. 
Droege, Roy Edwin 
Ecker, Duane Root 
Estes, Richard D. 
Findlay, Lynn Arthur 
Fish, Darryl Lavere 
Fudge, Clinton I. 
Gage, George Elwood Jr. 
Garrett , Dean Robert Jr. 
Gibbs, Val Roy 
Gimby, Richard Albert 
Green, Jerry Lynn 
Green, John Daniel 
Griffin. David Noel 
Guillette, Carlton P. 
Hackley , Charles M III 
Haeder, Dewey LeRoy 
Hanks , Theodore Doyle 
Hansen, Gary Lynn 
Hanson, Ronald K. 
Hoffmeier, William J. 
Jensen, Brent D. 
Jensen, Marvin 0. 
Jensen, William Keith 
Kinker, James William 
Kleinfelder, Richard Arthur 
Lamb, Garold William 
McKibben, James K. 
Mills, John Edwin 
Mohr, Francis Robert 
Morgan, Daniel Bryce 
Nelson, Dennis Cornelius 
Neville, George Kermit 
Oberhansly, Robert D. 
Oman, Thomas Andrew 
Packham, Charles Joe 
Peck, Fredrick Lee 
Pritchard, John William 
Qureshi, Muhammad Anwar 
Raymond, Richard Jay 
Rehfeldt, Gerald Edward 
Salih, Tahir Ismail 
Sand vol, Alan Jerome 
Slack, Sheril 
Smith, George Edgar 
Smith, Stephen Blaine 
Somerville, David J. 
Tallmadge, John Francis 
Taylor, Dallas T. 
Thiem, Warren Richard 
Thorson, Grant 
Thurgood, Carl J. 
Vendel, Cornelis G. 
Voelzer, James Frederick 
Wert, Steven Lynn 
Wills, Dale L. 
Worthen, Sheldon Dick 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND ARTS 
CARLTON F. CuLMSEE , DEAN 
Allred, Osral Boyd 
Anderson, Larry Gordon 
Baird , Anita Lynne 
Blanchard, Vivian Haderlie 
Butze, Gretchen Movius 
Carlson, Lou Ann 
Crofts , Dennis Edward 
Crompton , Bruce Gene 
Ensign, Donald Harker 
Ericksen , Boyd K. 
Abel , Richard Owen 
Anderson , Allie Ruth C. 
Bastian , Judy 
Bramwell , Anne Elizabeth 
Bramwell, Jay Claude 
Carlson , Charles Freder ic 
Christensen, Allan R. 
Coope r, Willi am Walt er 
Eastman , Marshall Ve rl 
Adair , Mary Ann 
Allen , Terry Odell 
Alley , Gerald 
Ascanio , Tibisay 
Becker , Joyce Wilson 
Bindrup , Lavere W . 
Boswell , Irene Boyington 
Brown , Marian 
Burtenshaw , Deanne 
Buxton , Sharon 
Bybee , Sandra Adelia 
Byington, Carol Rae 
Claybaugh , Charles C. 
Crisfield , Bevia C. 
Dickson , Jerolyn 
Dixon, Janet Louise 
DuBose , Mary Alice 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
Grover , Richard Wesl ey 
Hanson , James W. Jr. 
Hanson , Richard Wayne 
Hardman, Clair J. 
Henley, Mary Judith 
Hoffmann , Carl Lavon 
Jessop, Sylvia Marilyn 
Joachim, Willi am Davis 
Johnson , Larry Ross 
Khatikarn Paipun 
Lee, Larry Lamont 
Lewis, Carolyn Tuelle r 
McDaniel, Victor Lee 
McPhee , Norman Cha rles 
Munford, Zelma 
Nakatani, Clifford Y. 
Nelson, Carl Rexford Jr. 
Perkes , Sidney Georg e 
Peterson, Sylvia Kay 
Porter, Joe Allen 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS DEGREE 
Evans, Julianne W. Budge 
Gooch , Linda Kay 
Hogge , Enid Fay 
Jensen, Alfred Wilbur 
Jenson, Sidney L. 
Johnson , Clark V. 
Kendrick , Lowell Jay 
King, Linda Jeanne 
Kirby, Dale Zollinger 
Kothmann , Sara K. Well s 
Leishman , Anita Brenchley 
Manwaring, Jessie L. 
McIntosh , Kay Christiansen 
Miller , Leonard Malore 
Moran , Gerd Skagen 
Nicholes, Janis H. 
Oakland, Veryl Conra d 
Parkinson, James S. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Findl ay, Dian e Jepsen, Betty Jo Nelso n 
Fivecoat , William Gregor y Johnson, Anne Sorense n 
Gribble, Robert James Jones, Kathleen 
Hafen, Penny Rae Keller, J. Charles Jr. 
Hamilton , Lynne Elaine Larsen, Dallas Kay 
Harris, Alma Frank Larsen, Sue Miller 
Hart , Kay Cherrington Mahmoudi , Homa Svar e 
Hart , Mark Dean Major , Anita Maxwell 
Hastings , Norma Call Manning, Carol Mae 
Healy , Jerry Kay Miller , Mont Charles 
Henrie, Dan Stephen Monk, Linda 
Hick , Kathleen Morris Olson , Glenn Allen 
Higgins, Donna Jean Peterson, Erma Leita 
Horsley , Martha Claire Petrick , Stephen Samuel 
Howard, Cora Camellia Purcell, Roy Everett 
Hughes , Judith Rees, Mary Beth Richards 
Jeffery, Jacquit a Kaye Westover Richards , Suzanne 
Purrington , Janet B. 
Pymm , Lorna Rue F . 
Riley , Linda Joyce 
Schwab, Scott Kingston 
Staheli , Dean Paul 
Tams , Jeneile 
Watkins , Ronald Joseph 
Watts , Gordon Taylo r 
Webster, Jack H. 
Peterson , Bessie Carter 
Rees, Julie 
Robertson, Barb ara Lee Blanch 
Smith, Carole Gordon 
Tobler , Boyd Keith 
Vanhooff , Marie Jose 
Walker , Kay Leann a 
Williams , Suzann e 
Robinson, James Clark 
Rowe , Kathleen Bess 
Rowley , Anette McArthur 
Rowley, William Ralph 
Savage, Amy Lou 
Silvester, Karl Arthur 
Smart, Parley Dwight 
Smith, Robert Henry 
Staheli , Jeanette Duncan 
Symes, Dal S. 
Thompson, Judy Ann 
Viehweg , Steven Herman 
Waite, Lila McKay 
Waite , Merlin Delmar 
Washburn , Juleaon 
Webster , Sandra 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
ELDON J. GARDNER , DEAN 
Adams , Larry Lavon 
Allen , Ronald Lloyd 
Allen Stephanie 
Anderson , David Lee 
Anderson , Orson Lowell 
Barnard , Steven Abbott 
Barton , Marie Haslam 
Beard , Michael Arthur 
Bennett , Cha rlene S. 
Biddulph , David Merrill 
Bingham , Melvin Ray 
Bishop , Theral Michael 
Booth , Gary Melvon 
Bringhurst , Antone H . 
Brumley , Richard Lee 
Burgoyne , Calvin Morse 
Chirasanta , Krisadang 
Christensen , Betty 
Christensen , Glenna G. 
Clark , DeLynn 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Cole, Earl Bateman 
Colson, Steven Douglas 
Coppin, Thomas Don 
Couch, Howard Keith 
Eyre, Harmon J. 
Flake, Harold William Jr . 
Fujimoto , Kilcue Chee 
Garn , Dar yl Hodges 
Gee, John Evan 
George , Ruth Edn a 
Gilbert , John David 
Gordon , Dennis Harvey 
Gregerson , Ned Owen 
Griffiths , Thomas Alan 
Gritman , Patricia Tracy 
Gubler , Duane J. 
Handy, Alonzo H. III 
Hauser , William Paul 
Herrick , Robert B. 
Hu gentobler, Merz W . 
Hurst, Clyde J. Nanaie , Hosse in 
Hymas, Glade C. Nelson , Kent J. 
Jensen, Robert Vernon Neville , Raymond Herber t 
Juchau, Joyce Nielsen , Cantril Jr. 
Kearl, Darrell Humphrey Olsen, Royce Wendell 
Keller, Kenneth Carl Olson , Carl William 
Kibler , Alice Ann e Owen , Fred Mathia s 
Lebaron , Conway Martin Park, Donovan Edward 
Lister, Claude Kendall Parker , George Rex 
Luther , Gary King Patel , Dineshchandra G. 
Mackelprang , Claron E. Pet ersen , David Calvin 
Magat , Pablo Viray Peterson, Henry Kay 
Malouf , Ausdrig Piranian Polson, David Ernes t 
Manning , George Smith Rasmussen , Lynn A. 
Marsden, Michael A. Reveal , James Laurit z 
Mazhari , Forough K. Rice, Vernon Rawl 
McDonald, Arabelle Helen Dunn Rivers , Pearl Olsen 
McKinnon , John Gordon Robinson , Verdell Theo 
Minnoch, Jack McLare n Rosebush , Jack M. 
Mitton , Von Allen Sabour , Mohammad 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
Seely, Justus Frandsen 
Simpson, Charles Gordon 
Smith, Kenneth Creston 
Smith, Norman Ross 
Stevens, Kenneth R. Jr. 
Stoker , Noel G. 
Tait, Bernard Al 
Thomas, Don Ward 
Thomson, Irwin Lamon 
Thomley, Brian Floyd 
Tingey , Vance B. 
Tolley , Ronald James 
Treloar , Orson L. Jr. 
Tsu, Jeanine Kam Wan 
V ossoogh, Jamshid 
Waddoups, Ray Owen 
Westover, Lewis M. 
Wiser, Gwen 
RESERVE QFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
Wray , Robert Bradley 
Yap , Tiong Keog 
Young, David Arthur 
Young , Ronald M. 
Graduates presented a Commission as Second Lieutenant, United States Army Re...-
serve at earlier unit ceremonies. 
ARTILLERY 
Hanks , Theodore D. 
Ogden , Robert V. 
Reese, Arvil C. 
Schofield, Dale W . 
INFANTRY 
Allen, Terry 0. 
Pritchard , John W . 
TRANSPORTATION CORPS 
Anderson , Douglas L. 
Voelzer , James W. 
Coppin , Thomas D. 
Harmon , Michael M. 
Harris , Alma F. 
AIR SCIENCE 
ARMOR 
Laurence, Brent H. 
Pierpont, Clifford S. 
Waters, John K., Jr. 
ARMY INTELLIGENCE 
Harmon, Michael M . 
MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS 
Coppin , Thomas D. 
Wignall, Gerald F. 
Wold , Cordell 0. 
Zlotnick, David G. 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
Hoffmeir, W illiam J. 
SIGNAL CORPS QUARTERMASTER CORPS 
Cooley , Noel H. 
Keffer, Kenneth C. 
Williams, James S. Jr. 
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S CORPS 
Zlotnick, David G. 
DISTINGUISHED GRADUATES 
Huber , Clayton S. 
Keller, Kenneth S. 
Reese, Arvil C. 
Harris, Alma F. 
Huber, Clayton S. 
Schofield, Dale W. 
Waters, John K. Jr. 
Wold, Cordell 0 . 
Graduates presented a Commission as Second Lieutenant, United States Air Force 
Reserve, at earlier unit ceremonies. 
Ashbaker, Phillip N. 
Colton, Craig W. 
DeMond , Loren G. 
Endieveri , Frank J. 
Erickson, Glen W. 
Hancock , Paul T. 
Jeffery, Kirk W. 
Ashbaker , Phillip, N. 
Colton, Craig W. 
Hancock, Paul T. 
Jensen, Harold G. 
Judd, Thayne E. 
Madigan, Edwin F. 
McIntyre, Barry E. 
Parris, Eddie L. 
Peterson , Stephen H. 
Petersen, Claine J. 
DISTINGUISHED GRADUATES 
Jensen, Harold G. 
Judd, Thayne E. 
Petersen, Claine J. 
Quayle, Dean W. 
Randall, Theron W. 
Smethurst, Dale L. 
Smith, Wendell K. 
Zaugg, David M. 
Peterson , Stephen H. 
Randall , Theron W. 
HONOR GRADUATES 
The quality of performance in academic work enables the following to be graduated with distinction. 
Those who have met residence requirements and hav .e maintained a grade point average of 3.80 to 4.00 are 
graduated with High Honors; those whose average is 3.50 to 3.79 with Honors. 
VALEDICTORIANS 
A Valedictorian has been selected by each College of the University. Addresses have been delivere d 
and appropriate recognition accorded the following students by faculty and fellow graduates in each of the 
Colleges as indicated: 
College of Agriculture .......................................................................... Robert V. Ogden 
College of Business and Social Sciences .................... ....................... ..... Julie Robinson 
College of Education ............ ........................ .................. ........... ....... Lois Gayle H. Harris 
College of Engineering ................................... :....... ..................................... Lalit C. Shah 
College of Family Life ....................... ......................................................... Louise Shirts 
College of Forest, Range and Wildlife Management .................... Gerald E. Rehfeldt 
College of Humanities and Arts ................ ............ ....................... . Mary Alice DuBose 
College of Science ........ ............................................. .................. ... Antone H. Bringhurst 
Abel. Richard Owen 
Baird, Anita Lynne 
Blanchard , Vivian Haderlie 
Boswell , Irene B. 
Bringhurst, Antone H. 
Brown , Marian 
DuBose, Mary Alice 
Anger, Ernest Gail 
Bateman, Connie Jill 
Booth , Gary Melvon 
Burtenshaw, Deanne 
Butze, Gretchen M. 
Clark, Hannah Ruth 
Colson, Stephen Douglas 
Cook, Lyman Harvey 
Cox, Janis Checketts 
Dalley , Marvin Henry 
Eyre, Harmon J. 
Gill. Gary Phillip 
Gottfredson, Carol W. 
Hall, Lewis M. 
Hammond , Anna Marie 
Hancock, Paul Tex 
Hansen, Kathleen 
Harmon , Michael Mont 
Hart, Kay Cherrington 
Hogge, Dennis Jay 
Hoskins, Shirleen 
HIGH HONORS 
Harris, Lois Gayle H. 
Jessop, Sylvia Marilyn 
King, Linda Jeanne 
Lewis, Carolyn Tueller 
Ogden, Robert Verl 
Peterson, Bessie Carter 
Rees , Mary Beth 
HONORS 
Jenkins, Robert Gary 
Johnson, Garth Devon 
Jorgensen, Mary M. Wilson 
Kingery, Helen Webb 
Kirch, Lois Martha 
Larsen, Dale Lewis 
LeBaron, Conway Martin 
Leishman, Anita B. 
Malouf, Austrig P. 
Manning, Carol Mae 
Maxwell, Anita 
Milligan, James H. 
Milligan, Shawnee Rae 
Monk, Linda 
Montgomery, Catherine B. 
Moran, Gerd Skagen 
Morgan , Daryle W. 
Nelson, J. Kent 
Newey, LaVerna B. 
Oborn, Linda Jeanne 
Parson s, Zena Marie 
Robinson , Julie 
Rowley , Thelma Jean 
Shiratori, Chitose 
Smith, Rex Lanel 
Watt, Ronald G. 
Webb , Julia 
Pearson , Tressa M. 
Pulsipher, Peggy 
Purcell , Roy Everett 
Rehfeldt, Gerald Edward 
Rice , Vernon Rawl 
Ryan , Ellen Renee 
Schow, Duane Rivers 
Shah , Lalit Chhotalal 
Sharp , Marianne Musser 
Shirts, Louise 
Smith, Margaret Ann P. 
Southwick, Tura Shaw 
Spencer, Carol Jean 
Stevens , Kenneth R. 
Stock, Nedra J. 
Stonebraker, Jacquelyn 
Talty, Bonnie Mari e 
Tams, Jenelle 
Von Zufelt , Weldon 
Wade , Clydene Green 
UNIVERSITY CITIZENSHIP AW ARDS 
Presented annually to the senior man and woman graduates who best portray high traits of character , 
scholarship, and citizenship. 
Wayne Peterson Marilyn Pollard 
THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDY 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
ANDERSEN, FERRON LEE 
Logan, Utah 
M.S.: Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Datus M. Hammond 
Dissertation: The Site of the Immune Reaction Against 
Eimeria bovis in Calves and the Demonstration of 
Antibodies by Immunofluorescence. 
BAHRANI. BOZORG 
Shiraz, Iran 
M.S.: Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Soils and Irrigation 
Major Professor: Sterling A. Taylor 
Dissertation: Pressure Dependence of Soil Water Mat-
ric Potential. 
CURRIE , PAT O'CARROLL 
Reno Nevada 
B.S.: University of Nevada, 1958 
Major: Range Management 
Major Professor: Laurence A. Stoddart 
Thesis Director: DeWayne L. Goodwin 
Dissertation: Food Habits of the Black-tailed Jack-
rabbit and Forage Competition Between Jackrabbits 
and Domestic Livestock on Native Range in North-
western Utah. 
DENNEY, ALICE 
Salt Lake City , Utah 
M.A.: University of Utah, 1955 
Major: Horticulture 
Major Profesor: David R. Walker 
Dissertation: A Study of the Relationship of Graft 
Compatibility and Certain Chemical Constituents 
between Several Prunus Species and Sweet Cherrv, 
Prunus avium. 
HOUSTON, WALTER RANDOLPH 
Miles City, Montana 
M.S.: University of Utah, 1952 
Major: Range Management 
Major Profesor: Laurence A. Stoddart 
Dissertation: Effects of Grazing Intensity on Range 
Vegetation and Beef Cattle Production in the 
Northern Great Plains. 
IBRAHIM, KAMAL MOUSTAFA 
Cairo , Egypt 
M.S.: Utah State University , 1957 
Major: Range Management 
Major Prof essor: DeWayne L. Goodwin 
Dissertation: Ecological Factors Influencing Plant Dis-
tribution in the Shad Scale Zone of Southeastern 
Utah. 
JENSEN, EMRON ALFRED 
Richfield , Utah 
M .S.: Utah Stat e University , 1961 
Major : Zoology 
Major Profes sor : Datus M. Hammond 
Disser tation : A Mo rphologic al and Cultural Study of 
T richomonads an d O ther Flage llates of the Bovine 
Digestive T ra ct 
KAUSHIK. DAYA KISHAN 
Delhi, India 
M .S.: Utah State Un iversity, 1960 
Major : Wildlife Biology 
Major Professor : Jessop B. Low 
Disserta tion : The Influence of Salinity on the Growth 
and Production of Marsh Plants. 
KHA TIKARN, BUNJIRD 
Bangkok, Thailand 
M.S.: Utah State University, 1954 
Major: Horticulture 
Major Professor: Alvin R. Hamson 
Dissertation: A Study of the Effects of Some Growth 
Regulating Substances on Fruit-Setting in Tomatoes. 
KOHL, ROBERT AL VIN 
Matteson , Illinois 
M.S.: Utah State University, 1960 
Major : Soils and Irrigation 
Major Professor: Gaylen L. Ashcroft 
Thesis Director: John W. Gary 
Dissertation: On the Enthalpy and Entropy of Soil 
Water. 
LINN , D. WAYNE 
Mountlake Terrace, Washington 
M.S.: Oregon State College, 1955 
Major: Fishery Biology 
Major Professor: William F. Sigler 
Dissertation : The Effects of Radium on Certain Gold.-
fish Blood Constituents and Organs. 
LOWDER, LYLE JUNIOR 
Rexburg, Idaho 
M.S.: Brigham Young University, 1951 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Datus M. Hammond 
Dissertation : The Demonstration of Humoral Anti.-
bodies Against Eimeria bovis in Cattle. 
MANGELSON, FARRIN LEON 
Ephriam, Utah 
M.S.: Utah State University, 1950 
Major: Nutrition and Biochemistry 
Major Professor: Delbert A. Greenwood 
Dissertation: A Study of Liver and Kidney Function 
in Dairy Cattle as Influenced by Feeding Varying 
Levels of Fluorine Compounds. 
MARSTON , RICHARD B. 
Layton , Utah 
M.S.: University of California, 1948 
Major: Range Management 
Major Professor: D11Wayne L. Goodwin 
Dissertation: Some Comparative Hydrologic Charac.-
teristics of Aspen and Mountain Brush Communities 
on . Steep Mountain Watersheds in Northern Utah . 
MARTIN , FANT W. 
Lexington, Kentucky 
M.S.: University of Kentucky, 1954 
Major: Wildlife Management 
Major Professor: Allen W. Stokes 
Dissertation: Breeding Territorialism, Family Organ.-
ization and Population Dynamics of the Canada 
Goose on the Ogden Bay Refuge , Utah. 
PATiL , SIDDANGOUDA VENKANGOUDA 
Mysore, India 
M.S.: University of Queenland , 1953 
Major : Soil Fertility 
Major Professor : R. L. Smith 
Dissertation: The Effect of Urea, Ammonium Sulfate 
and Organic Materials on Nitrate Accumulation and 
Gaseous Loss of Nit rogen in Acid Soil. 
POST , GEORGE 
Logan , Utah 
M.S.: Un iversity of Wyoming , 1948 
Major: Fishery Biology 
Major Professor : William F . Sigler 
Dissertation: The Immune Response of Rainbow Trout 
(Sa/mo gairdn erii) to Aeromonas hgdrophila. 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (Continued) 
REUSS , JOHN OTTO 
Bozeman , Montana 
M.S.: Montana Sta te College , 1958 
Major: Soil Chemistry 
Major Professor: R. L. Smith 
Dissertation: Nitrate Reactions in Soil. 
SMITH , ROBERT IRVIN 
Nashville, Tennessee 
M.S.: Utah State University, 1955 
Major : Wildlife Management 
Major Professor : Jessop B. Low 
Dissertation: The Social Aspects of Reprod uctive 
Behavior in the Pintail (Anas acuta acuta, L.) 
WOR KMAN , GAR W ILLIAM 
O gden, Utah 
M. S.: Ut ah Sta te Universi ty, 1960 
Major : Wildli fe Management 
Major Profes sor : William F . Sigler 
Disser tation : An Ecological Study of the Littoral 
Zon e of Bear Lake. 
YANG , SHANG -FA 
T aina n, Taiwan , China 
M.S.: National Tai wan University , 1958 
Major: Plant Nutrition and Biochemistr y 
Maj or Professor : Gene W. Miller 
Dissertation : Biochemical Studie s on the Effect of 
Flouride on Higher Plan ts. 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
BRINKS, DAVID 
Salem, Oregon 
M.S. : Our Lady of the Lake College , 1960 
Major : Educational Psychology 
Major Professor: Walter R. Borg_ 
Dissertation: Peer Choices and Peer Choice Percep -
tions: Some Comparisons Between Diflerent Ability 
Levels and Random Grouping . 
BRITE , LUNA ROBERTSON 
Logan , Utah 
M.S. : Utah State Un iversity, 1943 
Major : Educational Psychology 
Major Professor: Walter R. Borg 
Dissertation: Factors Related to the Drop -Ou t of 
Superior CoJlege Freshmen. 
JEFFS , GEORGE A. 
Henderson , Nevada 
M.S. : Utah State University , 1956 
Major : General Administration 
Major Professor: Walter R. Borg 
Dissertation : A Comparison of Aspiratio n Levels of 
Students in Ability-Grouped and Randomly-Grou p-
ed Schools . 
LOWE , CALVIN DEAN 
Richfield , Utah 
M .S.: Universit y of Utah , 1952 
Majo r: General Administration 
Major Professor: Ellvert H . Himes 
Dissertnation: The Need for and Ability to Sue:Port 
a Program of Cooperative Vocational Business Edu -
cation in the Salt Lake City High Schools . 
PAGENKOPF , VICTOR 
Platteville, Wisconsin 
M.S.: University of Wisconsin , 1950 
Major : General Administration 
Major Professor : John C. Carlisle 
Dissertation : An Analysis of Professional Laborato ry 
Experiences Provided for Prospective T each ers in 
Selective Teacher Education Institution s. 
RICHARDS, DON K. 
Ogden , Utah 
M .E. : Brigham Young University , 1957 
Major : General Administration 
Major Professor: John C. Carlisle 
Dissertation: Instructional Programs in Utah State -
Supported Institutions of Higher Education. 
SEAL , GLENN T . 
Springville, Utah 
M.E. : Brigham Young University, 1959 
Major: Education 
Major Professor: Ellvert H. Himes 
Dissertation: An Analysis of the Procedures and Prac-
tices in the Business Education Curriculum of the 
Secondary Schools of Utah. 
SPURRIER, JOSEPH HOW ARD 
Laie , Oahu, Hawaii 
M.A .: Texas Western College, 1951 
Major : Education 
Major Professor: Walter R. Borg 
Dissertation: History of School Music in the Hawaiian 
Islands to 1950. 
SWANER, CLARENCE DOXEY 
Ogden , Utah 
M.S. : University of Utah , 1952 
Major : Educational Psychology 
Major Professor : Walter R. Borg 
Dissertation : A Comparative Analysis of the Effects 
of Heterogeneous and Homogeneou s Elementar y 
School Grouping Practice s on Selected Personality 
Variables. 
MA TE R OF SCIENCE 
AL-ABDULLA , TAHA I. 
Mussaib , Iraq 
B.S.: Baghdad , Iraq , 1949 
Major : Irriga tion and Drainage 
Major Professor : Lyman S. Willardso n 
Th esis : Mo isture Affects on Infiltr ation Ra e:,. 
AND ERSON , LARRY MILTON 
Og den , U tah 
B.S.: Utah State Univ ersity , 1962 
Ma jor: Ps ychology 
Major Pro fessor : J. J. Tschudy 
Th esis : Anoth er Look at Montgomery's Experiment : 
Th e Effect of Hunger and Thirst Drives Upon Ex -
ploratory Behavior. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
ANDERSON , MERRILL ELMO 
Fount ain Green , Ut ah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1858 
Major: Poultry Breednig 
Major Professor : J. David Carson 
Thesis: Genetic Impact on Hatchability of Broa d.-
Breasted Bronze Turkey Eggs Via Reduced ln-
cubational Temperature. 
A TTIEH, ABDELBAGI OMER 
Khartoum, Sudan 
B.S.: Khartoum University, 1956 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: D. F. Peterson , Jr. 
Thesis: Pressure Distribution Around Different Shap e 
Objects in Three Dimensional Flow. 
BAILEY, EDGAR PRESTON 
Los Angeles , California 
B.S .: Unive rsi ty of Redlands, 1960 
Major: Wildlife Management 
Major Professor: A. W. Stokes 
Thesis: The Ecology of Starlings in Winter in Box 
Elder County, Utah. 
BARLOW, JOEL C. 
Provo , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State Universi ty, 1938 
Major: Horticulture 
Major Prof essor: David R. Walker 
Thesis : The Effect of Different Temperatures and 
Colo red Filters on Latham Rasberry Plants During 
and After their Rest Period. 
BATES , JAMES WILLIAM 
Log an, Utah 
B.S. : Ut ah State Universit y, 1959 
Major : Wildlife Management 
Major Professor: Jessop B. Low 
Thesis : Effects of Beaver on Stream Flow. 
BATTY , JOSEPH CLAIR 
Vernal, Utah 
B.S. : Ut ah State University, 1961 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Russell M. Holdredge 
Thesis : Use of the Conducting Sheet Analogy in 
Solution of Compressible Fluid Flow Problems . 
BERTIN , JAMES CONRAD 
Blackfoot , Idaho 
B.S .: Utah State University, 1942 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professo r: Dale 0 . Nelson 
Th esis : An Evaluative Study of the Physical Facili-
ties in the Class A High Schools in the Fifth District 
of Idaho. 
BLISS, GARY L. 
Pioche , Nev ada 
B.S. : Utah Sta te Unive rsity , 1 %1 
Major: Forestry 
Major Professor: Frank W. Kearns 
Thesis: The Economics of SawmiJling in Utah . 
BOONYAKESANOND , VISIT 
Bangkok, Tahiland 
B.A.: Chul alongko rn Universit y, 1955 
Major : Accou nting 
Major Pro fessor: L. J. Arrington 
Thesis : Economic Development Program for Thailand. 
BOWNS , JAMES EMERSON, JR. 
Castle Gate , Utah 
B.S.: Utah Sta te University , 1961 
Major: Range Management 
Major Professor : Thadis M. Box 
Thesis : The Effects of Grazing on the Roo t System 
of Seacoast Bluestem. 
BRIDGES , DAV ID WILDER 
Chatha m, Illinois 
B.S.: Universi ty of Illinois , 1960 
Major: Aquatic Biology 
Major Professor: J. M. Neuhold 
Thesis: Effects of a Major Habitat Change on the 
Fish Population of the Logan River. 
BROWN, REID HAROLD 
North Ogd en, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: William A. Cordon 
Thesis: Crazing and Cracking of Finished Concrete 
Slabs. 
BURNETT , FLOYD JAY 
Ogden, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Statistics 
Major Professor: Ne eti R. Bohidar 
Thesis: Error Structure Under Background Correla--
tion. 
CALKINS , FRANK JAMES 
Salt Lake City , Utah 
B.A.: University of Utah 
Major: Wildlife Management 
Major Prof essor: Jessop B. Low 
Thisis: A Survey of Problems Resultin_g From Up -
land Bird Hunting on Utah and Box Elder County, 
Utah , Farms . 
CAM PBELL, FERRELL RULON 
Afton, Wyoming 
B.S.: Ut ah State University, 1960 
Major: Physiology 
Major Profesor : Thomas L. Bahler 
Thesis: Experimental Study fo Tissue Eosinophil Trans-
formation. 
CARLISLE , ALMA LINDSAY 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Majo r: Psychology 
Major Professor: Heber C . Sharp 
Thesis: A Further Study of Perceptual Defense. 
CARTER. JAMES WARD 
South Pasedena , California 
B.A.: Occidental College , 1961 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor : Konrad Suprunowicz 
Plan B Reports. 
CHANDRASEKHAR, BANAVARA K. 
Bangalore, India 
B.S. : Bangalore Agricultural College, 1956 
Major: Plant Virology 
Major Professor: George W. Cochran 
Thesis: Infra-red Spectroscopy as Applied to the 
Study of Biochemical Changes Induced by Tobacco 
Mosaic Virus in the Leaf Cells. 
CHOI, CHUN DEUK 
Taegu , Korea 
B.S.: Ut ah State University, 1%1 
Major: Accunting 
Major Professor : Norman S. Cannon 
Thesis: Some Speci al Problems in Dealing with De-
preciation and Tax ation . 
CHRISTENSEN, MORGAN DALE 
Sa lt Lake City, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1959 
Major: Horticulture 
Major Professor: David R. Walk er 
Thesis: A Nutritional Survey of Sweet Cherry Orch-
ards in Utah. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued ) 
CHRIS TENSEN, SANDRA JORGENSEN 
Ephraim , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1960 
Major : Family and Child Development 
Major Professor: Don Carter 
Thesis : Comparisons of Marital Role Conceptions of 
Men and Women. 
COOMBS . DON WESLEY 
Honeyville , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1961 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor : Norman S. Cannon 
Thesis : Professional Association or Incorporation . 
CROSIER. ELL WOOD BRUCE 
Yakima , Washnigton 
B.S .: University of Washington, 1957 
Major : Psychology 
Major Professor: Heber C. Sharp 
Thesis : The Effect of Calcium on Acquired Fear. 
DAJANI , SHIHADEH HASHEM 
Amman , Jordan 
B.S. : Utah State University , 1952 
Major : Dairy Manufacturing 
Major Professor : A. J. Morris 
Thesis: A Study of the Manufacture of Ice Gream 
from Dry Ingredients . 
DALAL , KAUSHIKKUMAR B. 
Bombay , India 
B.S. : The Jai Hind College , 1956 
Major: Food Technology 
Major Professor: D. K. Salunkhe 
Thesis: Thermal Degradation of Natural Pigments and 
Relative Biochemical Changes in Apricots and Cher-
ries. 
EGGERT , NORMAN HENRY, JR. 
Mc Henry, Illinois 
B.A.: DePauw University , 1961 
Major : Mathematics 
Major Professor: Charles H. Cunkle 
Thesis : An Investigat ion of the Range of a Boolean 
Function. 
ESMAILI , MORTEZA 
Demavand, Iran 
B.S.: Karadj College , 1959 
Major : Entomology 
Major Professor : Donald W. Davis 
Thesis: Bioassay Studies with DDT on Utah Popula ~ 
tions of Codling Moth . 
EVANS , JOHN OSCAR 
Boulder , Wyoming 
B.S.: University of W yoming, 1957 
Major: Agronomy 
Major Prof essor: Wade G. Dewey 
Thesis : A Genetic Investigation of a Yellow Plan 
Color Characteristic in Winter Wreat. 
FINCH , LEWIS WILSON 
Bondur ant, Iowa 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1960 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor : Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis : Effect of Selected Sounds on Fatigu e from 
Gross Motor Performance. 
FLETCHER , LEWIS LEGRANDE 
Ogden , Utah 
B.S.: Brigham Young University, 1958 
Major: Visual Arts 
Majo r Professor: Donald B. Wright 
Thesis : A Method of Te aching Designer JCraftsman 
in High School. 
GARDNER, REID J. 
H azelton, Idaho 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1960 
Major Professor : William L. Jones 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Thesis: A Field-Effect Transis tor Equivalent Circuit 
for Audio Frequencies . 
GEE . CLENDON KERRY 
Sugar City, Idaho 
B.S.: Utah Stat e University, 1961 
Ma jor: Agricultural Engineering 
Major Professor: N. K. Roberts 
Thesis: Income Adjustments From Fee and Permi t 
Changes on Utah Cattle Ranges. 
GIEGERICH, LOUIS JOHN , JR. 
Garden Grove , California 
B.S.: Loyola University , 1961 
Major : Mathematics 
Major Professor: Charles H . Cunkle 
Thesis: An Investigation of the Properties of Join 
Geometry. 
GOODRICH, E. DANNY 
Wichita Falls, Texas 
B.S. : Midwestern University , 1961 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Charles H. Cunkle 
Thesis: Boolean -like Algebra . 
GRIFFIN, VeLOY EUGENE 
Trenton, Utah 
B.S. : Utah State University, 1957 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Eldon Drake 
Thesis: Achievement in an Experimental Team-Teach-
ing and Large -Group Program Compared with Tra-
ditional Classes. 
GUTHRIE, DARRELL W. 
St. Anthony, Idaho 
B.S. : Utah State University , 1951. 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis: A Study of Selected Physical Conponents 
Related to Successful Performance in Athletics. 
HALAMANDARIS, HARRY 
Helper , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1961 
Ma jor: Electrical Engineering 
Majo r Professor: Clayton Clark 
Thesis: Propagation Mode Study. 
HANSEN , GARY B. 
Ogden, Utah 
B.S. : Utah State University, 1957 
Major : Economics 
Major Professor: Leon ard J. Arrington 
Thesis : History and Economics of the Copper Mining , 
Smelting, and Refining Industry in Utah. 
HANSON, EMIL OTTO 
Ogden , Utah 
B.S. : Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Arden N. Frandsen 
Thesis : General Aptitude Test Battery Scores in 
Predicting Success in Various Ninth Grade Courses. 
HAWKES , NORMAN ROGER 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
B.A. : University of Utah, 1961 
Major : Zoology 
Major Professor: E. J. Gardner 
Thesis: The Effect of Monosodium Glutamate as a 
Possible Mutagen on the Compound Eye of Droso-
phila melanogaster. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
HAYCOCK, EDWIN BAUGH 
Huron, South Dakota 
B.S. : Utah State University, 1939 
Major: Soil Science 
Major Professor: H. B. Peterson 
Thesis : The Effectiveness of Leaching and Soil Amend-
ments in Improving a Salt-affected Soil of the 
Hooper Area in Utah . 
HAYES, LLOYD NELSON 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1949 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor : Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis: A Study of the Alignment of Athletic Com-
petition of Secondary Schools in the State of Utah. 
HA YES , WILLIAM GEDDES 
Great Falls , Montana 
B.S .: Ut ah State University, 1962 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor : Heber C. Sharp 
Thesis Director: Philip Langer 
Thesis: The Effect of Induced Stress on the Structur-
ed Obj ectiv e Rorschach Test. 
HENDERSON, LYLES. 
Clifton, Idaho 
B.S.: Utah State Univers ity, 1961 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor : Arden N. Frandsen 
Thesis: The Predicti ve Validity of the General Ap--
titude Battery at Different Levels of High School 
Courses. 
IRVINE. GERALDINE 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1962 
Major: Food and Nutrition 
Major Professor : Ethelwyn B. Wilcox 
Thesis: Influence of Temperature and Rate of Heat 
Penetration on Some Factors in Charcoal Broiled 
Porterhouse Steak and Ground Beef. 
HUNSAKER, MYRNA 
Honeyville, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1958 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis : The Physical Fitness of Dixie High School, 
Utah Girls , as Measured by the AAHPER Physical 
Fitness Test and the Relationship of Physical Fit-
ness to Delinquent Modes of Behavior. 
JEFFERY DUANE ELDRO 
Delta , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1962 
Major : Wildlife Management 
Major Professor : Jessop B. Low 
Thesis: Factors Influencing Elk and Cattle Distribu-
tion on Willow Creek Summer Range, Utah. 
JOHNSON, CARL MAURICE 
North Salt Lake City, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1940 
Major : Forest Recreation 
Major Professor: S. R. Tocher 
Thesis: Guide for Biology Teachers to Biological 
Source Materials Av ailable Within the Vicinity 
of Cache Valley. 
JOH NSON, LaMAR JOHN 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
B.S .: Utah State University , 1959 
Major : Animal Nutrition and Biochemistry 
Major Professor: George E. Stoddard 
Thesis: A Study of the Use of the Hydrogen Per --
oxide Catalase Treatment of Milk in the Manu--
facture of a Reduced Pat , Cheddar-Like Cheese. 
JOHNSON , MORRIS RAY 
Kaysville, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Major : Electrical Engineering__ 
Major Professor: Willis A . Finchum 
Thesis: The Design of an Automatic Variable -Rate 
Signal Sampler. 
KERNS. THOMAS LEWIS 
Ogden , Utah 
B.S. : Utah State University, 1956 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis: The Relationship of Intelligence and lntellec--
tual Achievement to Selected Aspects of Physical 
Ability . 
KETCHUM , MARSHALL DORR 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Chemistry 
Major Professor: William M. Moore 
Thesis: Photoreduction of Benzophenone by Ispropyl 
Alcohol. 
KOEGEL, RICHARD GEORGE 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
B.S.: University of Wisconsin 1956, 
Major: Irrigation and Drainage Engineering 
Major Professor: Gordon H. Flammer 
Thesis: A Solar-Powered Pump for Developing Areas. 
KOTHMANN , MERWYN MORTIMER 
Cast ell, Texas 
B.S.: Texas A and M College, 1961 
Major: Range Management 
Major Professor: C. W. Cook 
The sis: The Effect of Range Condition and Intensity 
of Grazing Upon the Daily Intake and Nutritive 
Value o.f the Diet of Sheep on Summer Ranges of 
Northern Utah. 
LaPRAY , ANTHONY J. 
Logan , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1959 
Major : Psychology 
Major Professor: E. Wayne Wrig_ht 
Thesis: Predicting Success of General Registration 
Students. 
LARSON, DEE LEON 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
B.S. : Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: G. Smoot Horsley 
Thesis: A Study of the Methods and Techniques Used 
to Determine the Bulk Lifetime of Charge Carriers 
in Semi-conductors. 
LAURITZEN. GEORGIA CHRISTENSEN 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1958 
Major: Foods and Nutrition 
Major Professor: Ethelwyn B. Wilcox 
Thesis: Studies on Eating Quality of Meat: I: Pal-
atability and Tenderness of Lamb; II. Tenderness 
of Turkey. 
LEE, MEN HUI 
Taiwan, Free China 
B.S.: National Taiwan University, 1956 
Major: Plant Nutrition and Biochemistry 
Major Professor: George W. Cochran 
Thesis: Attempted Biosynthesis of Cucumber Mosaic 
Virus in a Cell Free Medium. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
LEIGH , ALLEN WILFORD 
Cedar City, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Major : Electrical Engineerin_g 
Major Professor: Clayton Clark 
Thesis : The Influence of the Conducting Cavity upon 
the Impedance and Radiation Properties of a Log 
Periodic Antenna-Cavity Assembly. 
LESSANI , HOSSEIN 
· Kerman, Iran 
B.S.: Tehran University , 1957 
Major: Plant Physiology 
Major Professor: Herman Wiebe 
Thesis : Influence of Sodium and Calcium Chlorides on 
Respiration of Tissues From Several Plant Species. 
LUND , DARRELL ROY 
Logan , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1956 
Major: Music Education 
Major Professor: Max Dalby 
Thesis: An Analysis of Problems Related to the Musi-
cal Development of the Weber County High Schoo l 
Band. 
MAHENDRAPPA , MU KKATIRA KARIAPPA 
Mysore , India 
B.S. : Karnatak, India, 1961 
Major: Soil Science 
Major Professor: R. L. Smith 
Thesis : Preliminary Studies to Determine Some of 
Factors Affecting Nitrific ation in Soils of the West -
ern Region. 
MARHT , JEROME LEROY 
Wob ach, Nebraska 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1960 
Major : Zoology 
Major Professor: D. M. Hammond 
Thesis : Changes in Serum Proteins and Other Blood 
Values Associated with Ostertagia ostertagi Infec-
tions in Calves . 
MALAN, ROBERT HENRY 
Rigby, Idaho 
B.S.: Brigham Young University , 1949 
Major: History 
Major Professor : Joel E. Ricks 
Thesis : Life and Accomplishments of B. H. Roberts. 
MARSHALL , SHARON LEE 
Nashville, Tennessee 
B.S.: Tenessee Polytechnic Institute, 1958 
Major: Child Development 
Thesis: Differences in Frustration Reactions of Nurs-
ery School Children. 
McARTHUR, J'W A YNE 
Lyman , Wyoming 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1961 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: E. N . Morrison 
Thesis : An Economic Study of Alt ernative Methods of 
Obtaining Dairy Herd Replacements in Northern 
Utah . 
McDONALD , JAY GLEN 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1962 
Major : Visual Arts 
Major Professor: Harrison Groutage 
Thesis : Nature Revealed Through Abstract Woodc ut. 
McCOY , JOHN MIL TON 
Logan, Utah 
B.S .: Utah State University , 1959 
Major: Sociology 
Major Prof essor: R. W. Roskelley 
Thesis: An Exploratory Study of the Aid to Depen -
dent Children Program as it Relates to the Parental 
Roles in the Sociali zation Process . 
McGREGOR, MARK DUANE 
Grace , Idaho 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1959 
Major: Entomology 
Major Professor: Donald W. Davis 
Thesis: Influence of Some Environmental Factors on 
Black Hills Beetle Popul ation Trend s 
MICKELSEN, CHARLES HENRY 
Logan, Utah 
B.S. : Utah State University, 1951 
Major P rofessor: George E. Stoddard 
Major: Dairy Husbandry 
Thesis: Growth, Produc tion and Feed Intake of Hol-
stein Dairy Females Selected at Random as Youn g 
Calves. 
MILLER , La VELL 
Logan , Ut ah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1951 
Major: Elementary School Supervis ion 
Major: Malco m Allred 
Thesis : Effectiveness of the Autoscore Teaching Ma-
chine as an Aid in Teaching Fourth Grade Sp elling. 
MITTS, ISAAC ODELL 
Logan , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Proiessor: G. T. Blanch 
Thesis : Optimum Enterprise Combinations for Rep-
Desentative Farms in Sevier County, Utah. 
MOHAJERANI, MOSTAFA 
Ar ak, Iran 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1962 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Profesor: G. T. Blanch 
Plan B Reports 
MORTENSEN, KAY SHERMAN 
Ephraim, Utah 
Utah State University, 1962 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Ed Vendell 
Thesis: Dry Friction as a Function of Velo city. 
MOSER, ALMA P. 
Logan , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Reynold K. Watkins 
Thesis : Mechanical Properties of Solid Propellant. 
NELS ON, DAVID LaVAR 
Rexburg , Idaho 
B.S.: Utah State Universit y, 1961 
Major : Plant Pathology 
Major Professor : Orson S. Cannon 
Thesis : Studies on Flagging and Root and Butt Ro t 
of Sub alpine Fir , Abies lasiocarpa (Hook.} Nut t. 
NYGREN, LARRY RENE 
Milton-Freewater, Oregon 
B.S. : Oregon State College , 1961 
Major: Wildlife Management 
Major Professor: Allen W. Stokes 
Thesis : Summer Habits and H abitat of Chukar Par-
tridge in Northern Utah. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
OGDEN, MARVEN J. 
Delta, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1940 
Major: Agricultural Education 
Major Professor: Stanley S. Richardson 
Thesis: An Agricultural Production Project Record 
Keeping System for 4~H Club Members. 
OLDHAM, JERALD DEAN 
Logan , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Plant Breeding 
Major Professor: Wade G. Dewey 
Thessi: A Genetic Study of Linleage and Inheritance 
in Barley. 
OSBORNE, BRUCE H. 
Cedar City , Utah 
B.S.: Brigham Young University, 1949 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: H. B. Hunsaker 
Thesis: Concept and Practice in Preparation of Physi~ 
cal Education Majors in Select Teacher Training 
Institutions. 
OWEN . THOMAS J . 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
B.S.: Oklahoma State University, 1958 
B.S.: Forestry Management 
Major Professor: T. W. Daniel 
Thesis : The Effect of Temperature on Root Growth 
of Coniferous Seedlnigs. 
PALMER. BRENT C. 
Ced ar City, Utah 
B.S. : Utah State University , 1961 
Major: Plant Pathology 
Major Professor: Orson S. Cannon 
Thesis : Studies and Observations on Potato Powdery 
Mildew. 
PATEL , AMBALAL CHHAGANLAL 
Bombay , India 
B.S.: Birla Engineering College, 1960 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Fred W. Kiefer, Jr. 
Plan B. Reports. 
PETERSEN. LEROY A. 
Logan , Utah 
B.S .: Utah State University, 1962 
Major: Visual Arts 
Major Professor: Gaell Lindstrom 
Thesis: The Development of a Cast Concrete Mural 
Relative to the Theme of Engineering: and Individual 
Ceramics Exhibition. 
PETERSEN, PAUL WRIGHT 
Wellsville , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1950 
Major: Industrial Education 
Major Professor: William E. Mortimer 
Thesis: A Comparative Analysis of Two Methods of 
Teaching Science in the Elementary School. 
PETERSON , KENDALLREX 
Kemmerer, Wyoming 
B.S.: Brigham Young University, 1952 
Major: Elementary School Administration 
Major Professor: Ellvert H. Himes 
Thesis: An Analysis of Student Errors in Fourth, 
Fifth, and Sixth Grade Spilling. 
PETE RSON , MURRAY BROWN 
San Rafael. California 
B.A.: University of California, 1961 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Charles H. Cunkle 
Thesis: Investigation of the Properti es of the Itera-
tions of a Homeomo rphism on a Metric Space. 
POOLSA WASDI, PIROM 
Washington, D. C. 
B.S.: Florida State University, 1959 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Konrad Suprunowicz 
Plan B Reports. 
QUAYLE, DONALD R. 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1962 
Major: Theater Arts 
Major Professor : Floyd T. Morgan 
Thesis: Darkness at Noon-A Production Thesis . 
RAGHUVIR SW ARNA 
Poona , India 
B.A. : Maharani's College, 1959 
Major : Sociology 
Major Professor: Carmen Fredrickson 
Thesis: Utah Cooperative Association Retirement. 
RAMAGE , THOMAS JOHN , JR. 
New Harmony, Utah 
B.S.: Physical Eductaion 
Major Professor : Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis: Movement Time Resulting from Two , Three , 
and Four Point Football Stances. 
RAMIREZ, KENNETH JOSE MATHISON 
Caracas, Venezuela 
B.S.: University of Venezuela , 1958 
Major: Irrigation 
Major Professor: J. E. Christiansen 
Thesis: The Use of Climatological and Related Fact0rs 
for Estimating Evaporation. 
RAYMOND, FLOYD A. 
Kaysville, Utah 
B.S.: University of Utah , 1959 
Major: Physical Chemistry 
Major Profesor: William M. Moore 
Thesis: The Photochemistry of Riboflavin. 
RHEES , JAY HERBERT 
Ogden , Utah 
B.S. : Utah State University, 1958 
Major: School Administration 
Major Professor: David R. Stone 
Thessi: An Evaluation of Mechanical Usage Errors 
in English Made by Eighth Grade Pupils In the 
Weber County School District. 
RINGER. WAYNE B . 
North Logan, Utah 
B.S. : Utah State University, 1951 
Major: Industrial Education 
Major Professor: William E. Mortimer 
Thesis: Financing Programs of Industrial Arts in 
Selected Junior High Schools of Utah. 
ROE , ANDRIA JANE CLARK 
Elberon, New Jersey 
B.S.: Douglass College , 1959 
Major: Clothing and Textiles 
Major Professor: Haruko Terasawa 
Thesis: A Study of the Effect of Ethanolamine on the 
Crease Retention of Wool. 
ROGERS, DICK RAY 
McGill, Nevada 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1954 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Charles H . Cunkle 
Thesis: Anti~associative Systems. 
RUSSELL, STERLING ARTHUR 
Logan , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Major : Plant Physiology 
Major Professor: Gene W. Miller 
Thesis: Histochemical Investigations on Higher Plants 
Fumigated with HF. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued ) 
SALLAM. ABDEL W AHHAL M. HAMZA 
Cairo, Egypt 
B.S.: Ain Shams University. 1958 
Major: Soil Science 
Major Professor: H. B. Peterson 
Thesis: Salt Effect on Water Require ment. 
SALVOSA. CARMEN CIT A BASA 
Quezon City, Philippines 
B.S.: University of the Philippines, 1953 
Major : Food and Nutrition 
Major Professor : Margaret B. Merkley 
Thessi: The Relation of Surface Temperatur e to Quali -
ty of Broiled Beef. 
SARKADY, NICK 
Calgary Alberta, Canada 
B.S.: Mount Royal College , 1958 
Major : Second ary Administration 
Major Professor : Terrance E . Hatch 
Thesis: A Study on Attitudes of Parents and Students 
Concerning Summer Schools and Studen t Achieve-
ment in Summer School. 
SCHORMANN , JAM E S BRETT 
Chicago, Illinois 
B.S. : Knox College, 1961 
Major : Mathematics 
Major Profes sor : Ern est E. Under wood 
Plan B Repo rts. 
SHEPHERD , ERSCHEL E . 
Provo , Utah 
B.S .: Ut ah Sta te University , 1939 
Major : Indu str ial Education 
Major Profes sor: William E. Mortimer 
Thesis : Stated Reasons for Termin ation by Utah 
Indentu red App rentices. 
SHINDE , MARUTI P . 
Bombay , India 
B.S. : Ut ah State University , 1960 
Major : Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Duane G. Chadwick 
Thesis: Behavior of Electromagnetic Wave s in T rans-
mission Through Water and Snow. 
SHOURKY , KAMILIA SHOUKRY MOHAME D 
Cairo Egypt 
B.S.: Ain Shams University, 1959 
Major : Soil Science 
Major Professor : R. L. Smith 
Thesis : Nitrogen Eff ect on Cation E xchang e Capacity 
of Plant Roots. 
SINGH , TEJA 
Punjab, India 
B.S.: Government College , Lyallpur, 1948 
Major : Watershed Management 
Major Professor : DuWayne L. Goodwin 
Thesis : A Comparison of the Rocky Mountain and 
Tube lnfiltrometers on High Elevation Watersheds . 
SMITH, CARLOS DEAN 
Logan , Utah 
B.S.: Ut ah State Universit y, 1960 
Majo r: Agronomy 
Major Professor : R. L. Smith 
Thesis : The Nitrification of Ammoniu m Sulfate in 
Polythylene Bags in the Field and Laborato ry. 
SMITH , RICHARD EDWARD 
Ogden , Ut ah 
B.S .: Utah State University , 1961 
Major : Psycholog y 
Majo r Profe ssor: Ard en N . Frandsen 
Thesis. The Occupational and Education al Asp ira -
tions of Ninth and Twelfth Grade Stude nts. 
SODERQUIST , DAVID RICHARD 
Garland, Ut ah 
B.S .: Utah Stat e University , 1962 
Major : Psychology 
Major Profes sor : Arden N. Frandsen 
Thesis : Character istics of Groups in a Problem-Solving 
Situation. 
STANDING . BENJAMIN WILFORD 
Ogden, Utah 
B.S.: Brigham Young University , 1957 
Major: Secondary Administration 
Major Professor: John C. Carlisle 
Thesis: An Evaluation of Social Stars, Regulars , Neg -
lectees, and Isola tes in Ability-Grouped and Ran-
dom-Group ed Classrooms . 
STAHELI. WENDELL KENT 
Hurricane , Ut ah 
B.S. : Utah Stat e University , 1962 
Majo r: Physic al Education 
Major Professor: Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis : The Effect of Varied Music Intensity on 
Basketball Foul Shooting. 
STELFOX , JOHN GLYDE 
E dmonton , Alberta , Canad a 
B.S.: Uni versity of Alberta , 1952 
Major : Rang e Managemene 
Major Pro fessor : L. A. Stoddart 
Th esis : Some Effect s of Harvesting Coniferous Fo r-
ests in W estern Alberta on Big Game Range . 
STEVENS , GORDON JAMES 
Ogden , Ut ah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Forest Management 
Th esis : Appraisal af the Timber Resource Potentia l 
of the Dixie National Forest. 
STRUNK , THOMAS HENRY 
Tuscon , Arizona 
B.S. : Utah State University, 1959 
Major : Physiology 
Major Professor : Raymond T. Saunders 
Thesis : A Study of the Relationship of Potassuim Ac-
cumulation to Metabolism in a Sodium Rich Yeast. 
STURGES . DAVID LEWIS 
Sepulveda , Californi a 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1961 
Major : Watershed Management 
Major Professor : Du Wayne L. Goodwin 
Thesis : The Use of Fat y Long Chain Alcohol s to 
Reduce Evaporation from Soil. 
SVEDIN . WALTER JOSEPH 
Alamo, Nevada 
B.S. : Utah Stat e Univ ersity , 1951 
Major: Second ary Administration 
Major Professor : Terrance E. Hatch 
Thesis : Automobile Ownership and Achievement for 
High School Students . 
SW ANN, SETH WILLARD 
Preston, Idaho 
B.S.: Brigham Young University, 1956 
Major : Industrial Arts Education 
Major Professor : William E. Mortimer 
The sis : A Dr afting Course Experiment Conducted to 
Determin e a Sui table Time Arrangement for Pre -
sent ing the Course Cont ent. 
TAHOUN , SALAH AHMED 
Ca iro, E0 yryt 
B.S. : Cair o, Univer sity, 1958 
Ma jor : Soil Ch emist_ry 
Major P rofessor : R. L. Smith 
Th esis : Th e Influence of Chel ate on Phosphorus Avail -
ability and Mob ility. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
TANNER, HELEN JACOBSEN 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: University of Utah, 1949 
Major Professor: Malcolm Allred 
Major: Elementary Supervisor 
Thesis: A study to Investigate the Hypithesis that 
there exists a Relationship between Auditory Dis-
crimination and the Ability to Read. 
TAYLOR, ARNOLD GENE 
Flint, Michigan 
B.S.: Michigan State University, 1959 
Major: Marriage and Family Living 
Maj or Professor: C. Jay Skidmore 
Thesis: Early Maturation as a Factor Related to Early 
Marriage. 
TEETER, JAMES WAYNE 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Ut ah State University, 1%1 
Major: Wildlife Biology 
Major Professor: Jessop B. Low 
Thesis: The Influence of Sodium Chloride on the 
Growth and Reproduction of the Sago Pondweed 
( Potamegeton pectinatus). 
TEHRANI-MO A YED, GHASSEM 
Isfahan, Iran 
B.S.: Teheran University, 1960 
Major: Horticulture 
Major Professor: Leonard H. Pollard 
Thesis : Heritably of Hard Seed in Lima Bean, "Phas-
ealus lunatus L. ". 
TENG , DANIEL MING-YI 
T ainan , Taiwan, China 
B.S.: National Taiwan University, 1957 
Major: Plant Nutrition and Biochemistry 
Major Professor: Gene W. Miller 
Thesis: The Biochemical Differences Associated with 
Iron Chlorosis in Higher Plants. 
THOMAS, JAMES HADLOND 
Logan , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Agronomy 
Major Professor: DeVere R. McAllister 
Thesis: Some Agronomic Aspects of Seed Chalctd 
Resistance in Alfalfa. 
TIRGARI, SIA VOS 
Teheran , Iran 
B.S.: Teheran University, 1958 
Major: Entomology 
Major Professor : Donald W. Davis 
Thesis: The Biology and Management of the Alfalfa 
Leaf-Cutter Bee (Megachile rotundata Fabr.) 
TURLEY, ANTHONY H., JR. 
Provo, Utah 
B.S.: Brigham Youn__g University, 1961 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Roice H. Anderson 
Thesis: Factors Affecting the Price of Turkeys and 
Their Usefulness in Decision Making by Utah Tur-
key Producers. 
VALENTYN, HERMAN PIETER 
Ogden, Utah 
B.S.: Ha arlem Technical College, 1939 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor : R. M. Holdredge 
Thesis: The Application of a Uniform Stress Speci-
men Under Modified Creep Conditions to Determine 
Retradation Times of Viscoelastic Materials. 
VA WOERDEN, DIRK M. 
Sunnyside, Washington 
B.S. : Washington State University, 1961 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Gordon H. Flammer 
Thesis: The Influence of Free Surface Flow on the 
Drag on a Hemispherical Element. 
EIBELL . CARL FLOYD 
Cornish. Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1955 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: R. M. Holdredge 
Thesis: The Design and Construction of a Shock 
Tube for Evaluation of Pressure Transducers in 
the Range O to 600 psia. 
WADSWORTH , STEVEN D. 
Fillmore, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1962 
Major : Speech 
Major Professor: Samuel G. Fletcher 
Thesis: Early Infant Auditory Functions: Screening 
Test Procedures. 
~ AGSTAFF, FRED JOHN 
American Fork, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: G. T. Blanch 
Thesis: An Economic Appraisal of Factors Affecting 
Irrigation Efficiencies in the Milford Area of Utah. 
WARN ICK. ROBERT ELDREDGE 
Pleasant Grove, Utah 
B.S. : Brigham Young University, 1955 
Major: Dairy Husbandry 
Major Professor: George E. Stoddard 
Th e is: Seasonal Growth Characterictics of a High-
Yielding Grass-Legume Irrigated Pasture. 
WARD , HAROLD OLEN 
Elba, Idaho 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Profesor: Rondo A. Christensen 
Thesis: Milk Bases in Utah and Their Effect on Total 
Supply of Market Milk. 
WESTMORELAND, CAROL S. 
Ogden, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis: Motor Ability and Other Selected Factors as 
Predictive Measures for Becoming a Professional 
Woman Physical Education Teacher. 
WHEELER, ROBERT DALTON 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Clayton Clark 
Thesis: Sporadic-E Activity in the North Western 
Pacific Area. 
MASTER OF ARTS 
AL~SAMARRIA, ABDULLA M. 
Samarra, Iraq 
B.A.: Baghdad College of Arts and Science, 1954 
Major: English 
Major Professor : John M. Patrick 
Plan B Reports 
ANDRA, THEODORE 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1961 
Major : English 
Major Professor: John S. Bullen 
Plan B Reports 
BENNION, MARJORIE OWENS 
Rexburg , Idaho 
B.S.: Ricks College, 1953 
Major : English 
Major Professor : King Hendrick s 
Plan B Reports 
BLACK, FARRELL J. 
St. Anthony , Idaho 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1960 
Major : Speech 
Major Professor : Rex E. Robinson 
Thesis : An Experimental Study of the Effect of the 
Fourth 1960 Nixon ~Kennedy Television Debate on 
Attitudes and Opinions . 
CARROLL , La VON B. 
Ogden, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1961 
Major : English 
Major Professor: King Hendricks 
Plan B Report s 
DA VIS , HARRISON MAUGHAN 
Ogden , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Major : English 
Major Professor : Arthur H. Frietzsche 
Plan B Reports 
ERICSON , ELMER H. 
Ogden , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1960 
Major : English 
Major Professor : King Hendricks 
Plan B Reports 
HANSEN , NIKKI ARLEENE 
Logan , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1959 
Major: English 
Major Professor: Hubert W. Smith 
Plan B Reports 
HARWARD , JANET 
Aurora , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1961 
Major : English 
Majo r Professor : Arthur H. Frletzsche 
Plan B Reports 
HOSKINSSON , DON YOUNG 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1962 
Major : Visual Arts 
Major Professor: Gaell Lindstrom 
Thes is: The Development of a Cast Concrete Mural 
Relative to the Theme of Engineering : and lndl4 
vidual Ceramics Exhibit. 
HOWARD , BEATRICE ANN 
Manderson , Wyoming 
B.S.: Utah State Universi ty , 1961 
Major: English 
Major Profes sor: Moyle Q. Rice 
Plan B Repor ts 
KRIKAKORN , M. L. TIAMCHAN 
Dhonburi, Thailand 
B.A.: Chaulalongkorn University. 1955 
Mqjor: English 
Major Professo r: King Hend ricks 
Plan B Reports 
LaPRA Y, LYLE EDWARD 
Longview , Washingt~n 
B.S.: Utah Stat e Urilversity , 1956 
Major: English 
Major Professor : T. Y. Booth 
Plan B Reports 
LARSEN, GARETH LEE 
Richfield, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1954 
Major: Music 
Major Professor : Max F. Dalb y 
Recital. 
LEWIS , ROBERT DEAN 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1962 
Major: English 
Major Professor: John M. Patrick 
Plan B Reports 
LOCKHEAD . DONALD GEORGE 
Ogden, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1956 
Major: English 
Major Professor: King Hendricks 
Plan B Reports 
MARSHALL, ROBERT KEARL 
Ogden, Utah 
B.S. : Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Music Education 
Major Professor: Ma x F. Dalby 
Recital 
PACE, VANCE C. 
Logan, Utah 
B.S. : Utah State University , 1960 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor: M. J. Harmon 
Thesis: A Consider ation of Fidel Castro in the 
American Press. 
SORENSON, ROBERTA STEARMAN 
Williams, Arizona 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1960 
Major : English 
Major Professor : Moyle Q . Rice 
Plan B Reports 
STRANGE. ALICE JEAN 
St . Anthony, Idaho 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1961 
Major: English 
Major Professor : J. Lynn Mortensen 
Plan B Reports 
WANGERIN , ROBERT WARREN 
Salt Lake City , Utah 
B.A.: University of Utah, 1950 
Major: Music Education 
Major Profe ssor: Max F. Dalby 
Recital. 
BANKHEAD, SAMUEL CLAIR 
Paradise, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1957 
Major Professor: Ellvert H. Himes 
BENNION , HALVOR 
Henderson, Nevada 
B.S.: Brigham Young University, 1951 
Major Professor: Ellvert H. Hime_s 
BINGHAM, MARLIN E. 
Blackfoot, Idaho 
B.S., Utah State University, 1955 
Major Professor: Basil C. Hansen 
BLACKHURST, JULIA SIMONS 
Ogden, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1958 
Major Professor: Basil C. Hansen 
BURKE , ERMA HANSON 
Logan , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1938 
Major Professor: Evelyn L. Wiggins 
CHRISTIANSEN, SHANON LEON 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1962 
Major Profesor: David Stone 
CLARK, CHARLES L. 
Clearfield, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1940 
Major Professor: Basil C. Hansen 
CLARKE , WILLIAM RADUE 
Blackfoot, Idaho 
B.A.: Southern Idaho College, 1950 
Major Professor: Terrance E. Hatch 
DUNN , DONALD DUANE 
Brigham City, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1954 
Major Professor: Pearl S. Budge 
GALBRAITH, DOUGLAS POWELL 
Blanding, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1953 
Major Professor: Ellvert H. Himes 
GOODRICH, GRANT T. 
Lovell, Wyoming 
B.S.: University of Utah, 1953 
Major Professor: L. G. Noble 
HOSTMAN, KARL E. 
Lovelock, Nevada 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1954 
Major Professor: Terrance E. Hatch 
HUSBY, MARY L. ANDERSON 
Malad , Idaho 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1957 
Major Profesor: Heber C. Sharp 
JONES, DANIEL GARY 
Malad, Idaho 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1959 
Major Professor: Terrance E. Hatch 
KARO , FAE ANN 
Bear River City , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1950 
Major Professor: Edith Shaw 
KAUSHIK, KUMID 
Delhi, India 
B.S.: Agra University, 1954 
Major Professor: Basil C. Hansen 
KRAGTHORPE, DAVID S. 
Mound, Minnesota 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1955 
Major Professor: Terrance E. Hatch 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
LARSON , CLARA CHRISTENSEN 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1956 
Major Professor: Edith Shaw 
LONG , NORMAN W. 
Vernal, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1951 
Major Professor: Arthur D. Jackson 
NEWEY , WILLIAM RAY 
Ogden , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1956 
Major Professor: Arthur D. Jackson 
POMEROY , MERIAL B. 
Ogden , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1961 
Major Professor: Ellvert H. Himes 
POTTER, DONALD H. 
Garland , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1955 
Major Professor: Ellvert H. Himes 
REED, JAMES ROBERT 
Roy, Utah 
B.S.: University of Utah, 1949 
Major Professor: Terrance E. Hatch 
RICHARDS , HYRUM EDWARD 
Cardston, Alberta, Canada 
B.S. : Brigham Young, University , 1957 
Major Professor: Terrance E. Hatch 
ROBINSON , CLAYTON HEBER 
Laketown, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1934 
Major Professor: John C. Carlisle 
ROSE , G. DEAN 
South Ogden, Utah 
B.A.: Ricks College, 1956 
Major Professor: Walter R. Borg 
SMITH , ISABELLA MOUL TON 
Layton, Utah 
B.S.: University of Utah , 1950 
Major Professor: Edith Shaw 
STEERS, ALICE W. 
Preston, Idaho 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1952 
Major Professor: Edith Shaw 
STODDARD, ALONZO E. 
St. Anthony, Idaho 
B.S.: Ricks College, 1951 
Major Professor: Terrance E. Hatch 
STUCKER, EARL 
McKittrick, California 
B.S.: Brigham Young University, 1957 
Major Professor: Arthur D. Jackson 
WARNER, DALE JAMES 
Ogden, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1959 
Major Professor: Terrance E. Hatch 
WHEELWRIGHT, ROBERT LANCE 
Ogden , Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1959 
Major Profesor: Basil C. Hansen 
PORTER, LYLE ROBERT 
Wes ton, Idaho 
B.S. : Utah State University, 1938 
Major Professor: Ellvert H. Himes 
TANNER , J. HARVEY 
Providence, Utah 
B.S.: University of Wyomin9, 1946 
Major Professor: Arthur D. Jackson 
MASTER Of lNDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
ALLEN . REED RUSSELL 
Hyrum . Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1942 
Major Professor: William E. Mortimer 
HARDY .A.EUGENE 
Cedar City, Utah 
B.S.: Utah State University, 1947 
Major Professor: WiJliam E. Mortimer 
MATTHEWS , THOMAS WILLIAM 
Rexburg, Idaho 
B.S.: Utah State University , 1950 
Major Professor : William E. Mortimer 
OVERSON. LEWIS EUGENE 
Lynndyl. Utah 
B.S.: Utah State Unive rsity, 1958 
Major Professor: William E. Mortimer 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ALLEN . GEORGE JUNIOR 
Logan, Utah 
B.S.: University of Utah, 1950 
Major Professor: V. L. Israelsen 
Thesis : Warehouse IBM, an Aid to Inven tory and 
Shelf Spacing Control for the Retail Grocer. 
J 
HONORARY DEGREES 
MARRINER STODDARD ECCLES Citation read by Trustee N. D. Salisbury 
As financier extraordinary and articulate analyst of state, national, and world forces at work, Utah State 
University honors you. Your keen insights into our rapidly expanding economy, your judgments of po-
tential, developmental, and prospective aspects of the world of finance and the role of finance in the 
world, and your critical evaluations of the social and political status quo, have been both provocative 
and stimulating. With sincere, thoughtful, and forthright criticisms of current national policy and prac-
tice you have been both beneficial and productive in many facets of American life. The scope and 
significance of your influence is widespread. Genuine interest in state and national well-being has char-
acterized your endeavors; energetic and enthusiastic application has identified your accomplishments. 
For the distinctive recognition you have attained in government and banking, the wide and varied 
evidences of your personal capacity and business acumen, and in appreciative acknowledgment of your 
contributions toward more effective operation of this country's social, political, and economic systems, 
the Board of Trustees of Utah State University recommends that you be awarded the honorary degree 
of DOCTOR OF LAWS. 
FERN B. ERCANBRACK Citation read by Trustee Lamont F. Toronto 
Throughout the ages , a life time of service has been recognized by all as one of the noblest gifts to 
mankind. Your unselfish devotion to the women's world, your dedication to the cause of youth welfare , 
and your active concern for the health and safety of your fellow citizens generally, have won for you 
well-warranted positions of leadership and state and national prominence. Sparked by abundant personal 
charm and loveliness, your magnetic personality has endeared you to all of those who have come within 
your wide area of influence. Your capable conduct of duties and responsibilities and your capacity to 
effectively express your own feelings and attitudes as well as those whom you were called upon to 
represent, have distinguished you among both men and women. For your intuitive and intelligent sensi-
tivity to individual and group needs and for your initiative and willingness to labor for meeting them, 
for your loyal and untiring efforts in elevating and promoting the cultural interests and intellectual 
level of women throughout the world, and for your innumerable contributions to political, social, and 
civic improvement of conditions within your state and local communities, and for your personal readi-
ness to accept weighty responsibilities which most often assist unknown and unnamed beneficiaries, the 
Board of Trustees of Utah State University recommends that you be awarded the honorary degree of 
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES. 
FRANKLIN L. WEST Citation read by Trustee Newell V. Sanders 
Your recognition among American men of science , your dis tinction as a churchman, author, and pro-
fessional educator, and the high esteem with which you are regarded as an alumnus, teacher, and ad-
ministrator of this great university more than amply warrant the acknowledgment provided by this oc--
casion. Your pioneering contributions in physical science have brought to Utah and its citizens much 
needed and useful information. Your organizational and administrative abilities have played key 
roles in the ·establishment and development of high quality programs in religious and collegiate educa -
tion. Your concern for youth welfare also has been a strong and prominent influence significantly felt 
in the youth councils of the nation and your church. Because you have brought to Utah State and the 
state of Utah praiseworthy identification and, because in your quiet, modest way you have radiated 
your personal and professional influence widely and in many directions and , because work to you has 
focused upon benefit and progress to both institutions and individuals, it is, therefore, recommended 
by the Board of Trustees of Utah State University that you have conferred upon you the honorary 
degree of DOCTOR OF LAWS. 
Daryl Chase 
There were favorable developments during the 
1962-63 year at Utah State University which sug-
gested that the institution was making progress in 
fulfilling its responsibility as a public, educational 
enterprize. But the advancement was not so great 
as to encourage complacency. Indeed the imparative 
which is demanded of education in these critical 
years is so great that we would be naive to believe 
that we had fulfilled our obligation. I should say 
that our growing recognition of what education can 
and must do , if the ideals of democratic society are 
to be preserved, is our principal achievement. We 
are optimistic, but also critical of our weaknesses. 
There were objective gains during the year. 
More students attended the University than ever 
before . The enrollment increase over 1961-62 was 
4.8 per cent. I am convinced that these students 
worked more seriously and effectively than ever 
before. 
There were three reasons for this improved 
quality of performance. The threat of exclusion 
undoubtedly spurs some students. The University's 
entrance requirements are not severe. We make no 
apology for admitting all Utah high school gradu-
ates who wish to enter, although those with low 
grade point are admitted only on probation. Out-of .. 
state students must meet a substantially higher 
standard, but it is a reasonable one . Our purpose is 
to give opportunity to all those who combine capacity 
and desire. But the students who enter must perform. 
Hundreds, who for various reasons do not do so, 
are excluded. The second reason for improved 
quality is the increased recognition of the vital 
importance of education on the part of many students. 
This serious involvement is far from universal, but I 
sense its reality and I have confidence that the num-
ber with real purpo se will increase. Finally I am 
confident that we are strengthening the faculty, 
and that there is improved scholarship and in some 
degree increased dedication on the part of the fac--
ulty. And while our facilities and equipment are not 
perfect they are far better in June 1963 than they 
have ever been. 
In connection with facilities I must mention what 
I consider to be the most important physical devel-
opment in the history of the University apart from 
the first structure. This is the construction of the 
new library. As you can observe it is not yet com--
pleted, but the fact that a library of stature is on 
the way has stimulated most of us. I venture to 
say that in ten years the desirable effect of the new 
library-and it will not simply mean additional 
physical space-on research and teaching and learn-
ing will be incakuable. 
The new Engineering and Physical Science 
building is already operating at capacity. For the 
first time the College of Forest, Range, and Wild-
life Management has laboratories , equipment, space 
equal to any in the country. The new Biological 
Science wing which will soon be completed will 
add a new dimension to the program of this funda-
mental field. The former Engineering Building is 
the new home of the College of Education. I am 
amazed at what our own craftsmen have done in 
remodeling this sound structure. It cannot help but 
infuse the students and faculty of the College of 
Education with new spirit. Although there is some 
distance to go, the remodeling accomplished to date 
in Widstoe Hall has already added substantial 
strength to the Chemistry Department. We are 
grateful to the Legislature , the Governor, and in--
deed the citizens of Utah for these significant im--
provements. 
I urge all of you to observe our new housing 
developments northeast of the campus . The trailer 
court, which is soon to be expanded, is one of the 
best anywhere . The 192 new apartments are com--
pleted or will be in a few weeks. You will also see 
on the main campus a $2,000,000 addition to the 
Student Union in the process of construction. All 
of these buildings we owe to the students themselves. 
Not one cent of state money is used or will be used 
for these notable additions. 
This is the first year of operation for the new 
dormitories financed , built and supervised by the 
L.D.S. Church. These dormitories house 575 of our 
men and women students. The new Stake center 
of this same organization has been a boon to the 
religious and recreational life of many hundreds of 
our students since its dedication last fall. A new 
Protes tant Center and a new Lutheran Center are 
projected for early construction . The Newman Cen-
ter of the Catholic Church was completed prior to 
-. 
this year, but its value has been further confirmed. 
It serves our students well. 
I have previously mentioned the new faculty. 
I am confident that our additions this year have been 
of remarkable quality. With the exception of one 
or two who go on to larger responsibilities, and we 
applaud their progression, all of our new members 
remain with us. We have been highly pleased with 
their contribution, and we have reason to believe 
that practically all of them see their futures at this 
institution. 
There is no suggestion here that faculty mem-
bers of longer service are less productive. On the 
contrary I think there has been no previous twelve 
months when as many books, articles, speeches, and 
similar proofs of scholarly achievement have been 
produced. We can express pleasure in the improve-
ment of our physical base, but the fundamental 
strength of an institution resides in the faculty. I 
can say without equivocation that we never had a 
better faculty, and my optimism about the educa-
tional future of the institution comes from this 
knowledge. 
Research has always been an integral part of 
this institution. As some of you know the first 
President, J. W. Sanborn, first came here as direc-
tor of the Agricultural Experiment Station. 
For many following years all research was concen-
trated in the Experiment Station. It was significant 
research but it did not reach out into all of the de-
partments. Today the Experiment Station continues 
as a very basic part of the University. The staff is 
greater in number than at any previous time and its 
general quality superior. The contributions in both 
basic and applied areas are important. In addition 
research has permeated every academic sector. The 
division of University Research directs numerous 
projects in every college. The Engineering Experi.-
ment Station is characterized by vigorous growth. 
Individual or team grant research projects, approv.-
ed by the Director of University Research, have 
expanded spectacularly. Last year at this time the 
grant research commitment outside the Experiment 
Station totaled $1,514, 694. Today the total is $2,-
188,254. I recognize that an increase in available 
funds is not a final test of productivity, but the in-
dications are clear that the money is being wisely 
invested. 
Eighteen months ago all extension activities of 
the University were combined in a division of Ex-
tension Services. We are convinced that this was a 
progressive action. Our own favorable experience 
supports this conclusion, and the fact that one 
state after another is following our lead increases 
our confidence in the reorganization pattern. The 
Cooperative Extension Service continues as the most 
important section of the overall extension program. 
I believe it is meeting the new requirements of the 
citizens of the state with vigor and imagination. 
I do not intimate that res ·earch and extension 
ha ve supplanted our first responsibility. This re-
mains primarily a teaching institution and I believe 
it will always continue to be. However, teaching, 
research, extension join together. Each supports the 
other. We can have no graduate school worthy of 
the name without research. We cannot fulfill our 
obligation to Utah's people without extension. 
Utah State University combines five institu.-
tions in one system under one Board and one Presi--
dent. I have commented on three of them-the teach--
ing institution here, the Agricultural Experiment 
Station, and the Cooperative Extension Service. The 
College of Southern Utah at Cedar City and Snow 
College at Ephraim are the other units. Both of 
these Colleges are performing their teaching function 
superbly. The reports of their directors indicate 
substantial progress. 
Four years ago the Legislature with the ap-
proval of the Governor established a Coordinating 
Council for Higher Education in Utah. We have 
now had opportunity to observe and judge the wis-
dom of this action. I am impressed with the high 
quality of the members of the Council, its genuine 
concern for the improvement of higher education 
in the state and country, and the objective character 
of its recommendations. The Council has been for-
tunate in the superior capacity of its two directors, 
Dr. H. Grant Vest and now Dr. Arthur Brown. 
Both the Council and the Directors have served 
education in Utah extremely well. 
I do not believe that an educational institution 
can achieve the full measure of its purpose without 
a wise, selfish, diligent governing Board. I should 
say that in this respect Utah State University is 
indeed fortunate. A board position today is not sim-
ply an honorable position for figureheads. It is a 
demanding role requiring hours and days of serious 
thought and effort. I should say it calls for the most 
able men and women in our society who are dedicated 
to human progress and welfare. It is a great satis-
faction to know that just such men and women have 
been appointed by the Governor to the Board of 
Trustees of Utah State University. 
It may be a cliche' to say that these are perilous 
days for democratic society, but it is also fact. I 
would not minimize the dangers of our present situa-
tion nor underestimate the long distance we must 
yet travel to reach our goal. We have moved in 
modest degree in the direction of this goal during the 
present year, but the very modesty of our achieve-
ment and the challenge of our responsibility makes 
us realize that we must think and work with ever 
greater commitment. 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
By David A. Burgoyne, Acting Dean 
Agriculture is the United States' biggest bus-
iness. More than seven million people are employed 
on our country's three and three-fourths million 
farms and ranches. It is indeed significant that 
these seven million produce the food and other com..-
modi ties consumed by our 185 million people and 
sent throughout the world. Today, each farm work-
er grows sufficient food and fiber for twenty-seven 
people. When President Lincoln signed the act 
cre ating the Land-Grant colleges in 1862 , one farm 
worker produced enough food to sustain only five 
other people. In addition to workers directly on the 
land, over seven million people supply materials for 
and service farms, eleven million process and dis-
tribute farm products, and a half million scientists 
ser ve agriculture directly or indirectly. 
The agricultural industry is the largest buyer, 
seller, and borrower in the nation, and it has the 
largest investment. It uses more steel, rubber, pe-
trol eum, trucks , tractors, and more electricity than 
any other industry. 
Today's agriculture offers students unlimited 
oppo rtunities. At the same time , it is highly com-
petiti ve, and to be successful a student must be 
well-trained. No one should penalize himself and 
his po tential career by at tempting to compete in 
this world of science , of technical progress, without 
college training. The seven departments in the Col-
lege of Agriculture-Agricultural Economics, Ag-
ro nomy , Animal Husbandry, Dairy Industry, Hor-
ticulture, Poultry Husbandry, and Veterinary 
Science-train students in the many phases of ag-
riculture and related areas such as farm equipment, 
technology , water and irrigation, agricultural chem-
icals , food processing, fats and oils ,, textiles and 
fibers , and floriculture. 
Other careers open to students in this field are 
rad io, television, agricultural news, advertising, pho-
tography , rural development, conservation , and loan 
apprais al for land and livestock. Graduates in ag-
riculture ha ve a monoply on careers as teachers of 
agriculture in high schools or colleges, and as coun..-
ty agents, extension specialists, and researchers and 
teachers in Land-Grant Universities. Students with 
agriculture training enter public and private services: 
federal government work; foreign agricultural ser-
vice; city, county and regional planning; agricultur-
al consultant work; and private business including 
farm and ranch ownership and operation. Records 
of the American Association of State Universities 
and Land-Grant Colleges show 15,000 college grad-
uates are needed each year for positions in these 
fields. The colleges supplied only 7,000 such grad-
uates in 1960. 
The nu mber of students working for advanced 
degrees in Agricul ture at Utah State University var-
ies from year to year: This year sixty graduate stu-
den ts have been enrolled in the College of Agricul-
ture. Prospec ts indicat e that the number will incre ase 
to eighty or more ne xt year. Many graduates from 
the University wit h advanced positions in ag riculture 
hold responsible posi tions in Land-Grant Colleges, 
in the Depart ment of Agriculture, and in industry in 
the United States and throughout the free world. 
In the for eign agricultural field , Utah State 
Universi ty ha s furn ished technici ans to many coun-
tries. Fifty-one specialists with their families have 
ser ved tours of dut y in Ira n under AID contracts. 
Other faculty members and alumn i have worked 
an d are working in Europe, Asia, Africa and in 
most of the nations of Central and South America. 
Many fore ign students are being trained in agricul-
ture at Utah State for important positions in their 
respective countries. 
Dr. Vearl R. Smith, Head of the Dairy Science 
D epartment at the University of Arizona, has been 
appointed Dean of the College of Agriculture at 
Utah St at e, effective J.uly 1, 1963. Dr. Smith has 
erved on the staffs of Oregon State University and 
the U niver sity of Wisconsin. He received his Bache-
lor's degree in Agriculture from the University of 
Id aho , a Maste r's degree at Oregon State Univer-
sity and a Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota. 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
By Robert P. Collier, Dean 
Education for business has always been one 
of Utah State University's major commitments . 
When classes first began , a two-year curriculum 
in commerce was provided. At the first commence-
ment, May 31, 1894, there were four Bachelor of 
Science degrees awarded and eight certificates of 
completion of the commercial course. This early 
emphasis upon commerce and industry was only to 
be expected with the clear reference in the founding 
Morrill Act to the need for educatio n of " the indus-
trial classes." 
This year the College of Business and Social 
Sciences , wi th 225 graduates , is the second largest 
on the campus in terms of graduates. More than 
1,000 stud ent s were enrolled this year as majors 
in the College . During the past seven-year period, 
enrollme nt has doubled from 500 to 1,000, while the 
number of graduate students has quadrupled. At 
presen t, the College of Business and Social Sciences 
accounts for over 18 per cent of the total enrollment 
at USU. During the past two years , 60 per cent 
of the increase in credit hours produced at USU 
has occurred in this College. 
Despite a heavy teaching load ( the average 
class size in the College,--,33 for all courses offered 
--is the largest on campus), the faculty in the Col-
lege has been highly productive in other professional 
pursuits . During the past year, this faculty of 37 
full time members has published nine books or 
monographs and has six other books currently un-
der way , with four of these contracted for publi -
cation . Fifty - five professional journal articles were 
published, and 29 more are currently being com-
pleted. More than 30 half-hour public affairs tele-
vision programs were produced with two dozen 
more recorded ready to broadcast. Nearly 500 pub-
lic speeches were delivered . Two-thirds of the faculty 
held office in local church organizations and two-
thirds were actively engaged in other civic organiz-
ations. This is truly a remarkable record of pro -
fessional production. 
Within the past few years an entire graduate 
progr am has been added in Business , and there are 
now more than 60 graduate students working to-
ward a Master's degree in Business Administration , 
Business Education or Accounting. The expansion 
in the graduate program in other departments has 
been no less remarkable. The Department of His-
tory and Political Science currently has 29 graduate 
students; Economics has 8; Sociology and Social 
Work has 8 Master's Degree and 3 Doctor of 
Philosophy candidates. 
A Center of Economic Education has just been 
established on the campus , which sponsored a high.-
ly successful economics course on television. Our 
enrollment was the largest in the State. 
During the past year , the Management Insti -
tute has sponsored six Small Business training 
seminars , three summer workshops and the annual 
Agriculture -Industry Conference. The Management 
Ins titute stands ready to assist communities and in-
dividual firms w ith their business problems and to 
cooperate wi th the Extension Services. 
The increasing industrialization of Utah and 
the West provides tremendous opportunity for the 
well-trained business manager and social scientist. 
From 1950 to 1960 the largest occupational in-
crease in employment in Utah was "managers" and 
this expanding demand is expected to continue for 
years to come. Increasing importance is clearly for.-
seen for the various social sciences. It is now clear 
tha t many of our most pressing problems are social 
and can only be met through increased social un-
derstanding and insight. The contest with Com-
munism is a test of social organizations, not the 
individual physical strength of "champions". The 
problems of taxation, economic growth , inflation , 
changing employment patterns, public opinion, etc. , 
need more attention from all responsible citizens. The 
need for social workers and trained sociologists 
also is intense with interracial problems, crime, pre -
judice . delinquency , alcoholism and the problems 
of the aged all crying for a ttention. History and 
Poli tical Science contribute the benefits of a know.-
ledge of our past , better trained administrators , 
broad perspectives , and the appreciation for our 
" social contract " . The future is challenging and 
bright for trained young people eager to grapple 
with the age -old problems of society. 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
By John C. Carlisle, Dean 
The College of Education continued to move 
ahead successfully during the past year. The number 
of graduates with the Bachelor's degree at this 
Commencement totals 341 compared with 325 for 
a year ago when graduates in Fine Arts were in--
eluded in the College of Education, whereas they 
are now in the College of Humanities and Arts. The 
number graduating with the Master's degree in 
Education is 40 and with the Doctor of Education 
degree, 9. 
The newly remodled Education building, used 
for the first time this year, is proving to be an ex--
cellent center for the College. Besides essential of--
Hee space for the departments of Education and 
Psychology, together with a variety of classrooms, 
the building houses the Teacher Placement Bureau, 
a science education center, laboratories for experi.-
mental psychology and counselor training, the Bur--
eau of Educational Research, laboratories for audio--
visual education , and a curriculum materials center 
for secondary education and school administration. 
New members of the faculty have added strength 
to the College of Education. Dr. Helmut Hoffman 
divides his time between the departments of Psy--
chology and Eductaion. His doctorate degree is 
from Heidleberg University in Germany. Dr. James 
P. Shaver from Harvard and Dr. Janyce Taylor 
from Arizona State University are also new staff 
members in Education. 
Three members of the faculty in the College 
of Education completed their doctrates during the 
year: Lincoln McClellan in physical education at 
the University of Oregon, Clayne Jensen in physical 
education at Indiana University , and A. L. Bras--
well in Science Education at Oregon State Univer--
sity. 
Requests for teachers from the Placement Bur-
eau continue to increase far beyond our ability to 
supply. Last fall, a detailed analysis was made cov--
ering the previous year. The total number of posi--
tions listed with the bureau exceeded four thousand. 
This year the figure will be even greater. 
As enrollment in teacher education has in--
creased, it has been necessary to utilize many schools 
in the state for student teaching centers. From 
Lewiston on the North, St. George on the south, 
Vernal on the east and Tooele and Box Elder on 
the west, the state has literally become our campus 
in teacher education. 
Faculty members in the College of Education 
are called upon to serve the state in many ways. 
Practically every member of the staff belongs to 
one or more state education committees. A total of 
73 extension classes listed in the College of Educa--
tion were taught during the year. A television series 
in science education in the junior high school pre--
pared at USU is now in its third year of broadcast 
by the State Department of Public Instruction. This 
year a college level course by television dealing with 
new media in education was initiated by two mem:: 
mers of the faculty in the department of education. 
It will be continued next year. 
Fin ally , attention should be called to the steady 
increase in research by the faculty in the College. 
Allo tments from the Division of University Re .. 
search have been assigned to four staff members 
during the current year. State research projects 
have utilized the services of four members. One 
U. S . Office of Education project is now being com--
pleted after five years of investigation and study. 
A curriculum project under the sponsorship of Dr. 
John Wood, head of the Department of Physics , is 
shared by Professor Braswell and teachers in the 
Edith Bowen School. The project, financed by the 
National Science Foundation , will continue for two 
years. 
The average ability of students preparing for 
teaching and other professional positions in educa-
tion is higher now than ever before. The teacher 
of mathematics knows more about mathematics than 
his predecessor of fifteen years ago; similarly the 
teacher of English, the teacher of history, or of any 
other academic subject has had a more solid ground-
ing in his field today. Nevertheless , there is a new 
humility about today's teacher. He is more concern-
ed about understanding the individual to be taught, 
and understanding the world in which we live. He 
eems to sense that through his efforts the road 
ahead for all mankind might be a little more secure, 
and perhaps on a little higher plane. He moves into 
the profession with a serious sense of confidence. 
The College of Education is genuinely proud 
of the professional educators it sends out. This 
year the total number from the University as a who le 
will exceed 550. We are certain that the investment 
of the state of Utah in them has not been misplaced. 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
By Dean F. Peterson, Jr., Dean 
The decades since World War II have been , 
for American engineers a period of self-evaluation. 
Engi neering educators have been especially pre-
occupi ed w ith the shortcomings of their own pro -
fession, and a great deal of time has been spent 
in looking at themselves and their coileagues , not 
only introspectively, but in their relation to the 
bro ad social complex of the modern world. 
Perhaps more than in any other profession, 
en gineers provide the practical link coupling scien -
tific knowledge, the technical arts and human and 
mate ria l resources to the production of material 
good s and services. The bottomless appetite of 
society for such goods and services-whether these 
be weap ons, space vehicles, water supplies, trans-
po rtation, tools for agricultural production, or kit-
chen gadgetry--has placed an exhausting load on 
engineers and has left little of their intellectual 
ene rgies for much else. Thus , engineers may ap-
pear as somewhat brainless robots who invent end-
less gadgetry , much of it dangerous to humanity, 
wi th no conside ration for wise social objectives 
or even survival. Yet, the pressure of industry 
on the engineer and of society , to produce more 
and more , continues relentlessly. The work of the 
engineer is not trivial; indeed , without modern 
technology the earth could not begin to support 
the present population. 
Over the next decade engineering manpower 
requiremen ts will exceed the supply of qualified 
engin eers by estimates ranging upward from fifty 
percent. Engineering education is under stress to 
improve its curricula on the grounds that "quality" 
and "efficiency" thus provided will close this man-
power gap . Many engineers , however, are begin-
ning to raise fundamental questions of "values" and 
to realize th at the "materialistic" situation in which 
they find them selves may be somewhat of their own 
making, even if not overtly so. 
The foregoing describes the dilemma which 
engineering faces. At Utah State University, be -
cause of its liberal orientation in democratic educa -
tional philosophy and its dedication to the service 
of a broad spectrum of human ability, the soul -
searching is perhaps even more intense. The chal-
lenge of engineering education is not only to spawn 
better and more efficient engineers , hut also to pro-
duce a more fertile intellectual field and plant more 
viable seeds to mature a better wisdom and a more 
positive influence in the choice of human values. 
The task of teacher education in the Industrial 
Arts is at least as challenging. While modern edu-
cation caters more and more to the liberal arts and 
the sciences, a large share of the nation's young 
people must soon find their vocations in the techno-
logical arts. Presen t secondary and post-high school 
education leaves much to he desired in the training 
of technologists for a modern industrial world.-
apparently many educational leaders believe vo-
cational considerations are of secondary importance. 
We belie ve, however, that a man's response to his 
vocation, collectively with his fellows, has a major 
impact on his culture; that he may, through his 
vocation, influence the destiny of industry and his 
own society. We believe something better must be 
done i:a. this educational desert in which perhaps 
half of our present generation may find themselves 
stranded vocationally . There is no state in which the 
second indus tr ial revolution has had more impact 
than in Utah nor is there any greater challenge for 
educational leadership on the part of a university 
than here. 
Some institutions have sought refuge from 
these problems by closing the doors of broad op-
portunity-or have never opened them-on the 
basis that this is the essence of excellence. We have 
rejected this idea and have renewed our faith in 
trying to find and cultivate the innate individual 
ability possessed by most people, as well as those 
great talents of the broadly gifted. 
Our recent achievements may be more tangible 
than this. Among the highlights are the following: 
1. A general and continuing review and mod-
ernization of curricula, especially in relation to 
general education in the humanities and social 
sciences. 
2. Achievement of a satisfactory physical plant 
for three of our five departments; needs for the 
other two departments in this regard are critical. 
3. A program of engineering research, which 
in the Engineering Experiment Station totaled in 
1962 $698,000 on 27 projects involving regular 
support for more than 80 staff members and under-
graduate and graduate students, which is expected 
to double in calendar year 1963, and which has ex-
tended its operations as far as Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts; Canaveral, Florida and Midway Island. 
4. A college honors program, challenging our 
more capable scholars. 
5. A rapid increase in staff capability, with 
members adding doctoral degrees at the rate of 
three of four per year. 
6. A graduate program, expanding both in 
quality and quantity. 
7. Realization of capital financing to build the 
$1.3 million Utah Water Research Laboratory, 
together with a minimum operating budget for that 
activity. 
COLLEGE OF FAMILY LIFE 
By Phyllis Snow, Dean 
Our profession is unique in that it stands in 
its concern for the total well-being of the individual 
and the family. We believe that the College of 
Family Life can , because of the uniqueness of its 
interdisciplinary subject matter, contribute mean-
ingfully to the whole of life. We believe that our 
Family Life graduates should: 
,-J have the ability to predict , to analyze , to think 
abstractly, to decide and make value judg-
ments. 
,-Jmanage resources intelligently through goal-
directed processes. 
,-Jrecognize the obligation and responsibility of 
each individual to contribute to his society. 
,-Jbe professionally competent. 
,-Jbe sensitive to the needs of people through-
out the life cycle of man. 
The College of Family Life has a long and 
distinguished history. Its graduates are finding an 
increasing number of truly exciting paths for pro-
fessional service. These usually fall into four broad 
areas: education, business community service, and 
research. The program has attracted students from 
many states and countries. 
Through a cooperative program , students may 
take lower division work at the College of Southern 
Utah or Snow College completing their professional 
education in the College of Family Life. Non-majors 
may take any courses for which they are qualified . 
The College carries an affiliation with Merrill-
Palmer School in Detroit. Majors in any department 
who are interested in child development, family re-
lations , or social service work may apply to study 
at Merrill-Palmer during one quarter of their junior 
or senior years. 
All departments offer work leading to the Mas-
ter's degree. The Doctor of Philosophy degree is 
offered in interdepartmental programs in Nutrition 
and Biochemistry , and in Food Technology. Research 
is done in cooperation with the Experiment Station 
and is further supported by federal. state, private, 
and general research funds. Research currently in 
progress is concerned with the relationship between 
cholesterol and steroid hormones, factors influencing 
flav or of meat, effect of change in rate of heat pene-
tration on quality of beef during broiling, home-
makers commitment to homemaking, children's re-
lationships with parents and others, early marriage 
in Utah, phychological aspects of clothing, and age-
concepts in preschool and elementary school child-
ren. Funds are available for graduate work through 
graduate assistantships and university fellowships. 
Staff members are leaders in the Family Life 
field. They contribute through research and resi-
dent teaching, through cooperation with the Exten-
sion Service, and by their contributions to news-
papers , radio and television, and to professional 
organizations and journals. 
Laboratories have been undergoing constant im-
provement and are among the best available. Much 
research equipment, office and storage space, and 
aids to teaching have been added this year. Nursery 
schools for children from two to five and a coopera-
tive nursery, where parents help, serve as laboratories 
for child development. Internships in Child Develop-
ment at the Intermountain School in Brigham City 
and in hospitals for Food and Nutrition dietetics 
majors provide additional experience. The home 
management house serves as a laboratory for teach-
ing management. 
The College has undertaken three noteworthy 
annual events in all of which students participate. 
The first , a Seminar for Women, was initiated to 
increase women's awareness of their role as world 
citizens. The second, a University-sponsored Food 
Festi va l, is keyed to the needs of various Utah In-
dustrie s, the restaurant and retail trades, and poli-
tical and educational services. Each festival features 
a different Utah food product. The third event is 
par ticipation in the University TV series. The Col-
lege gives four programs a year. Beginning next 
fall a single department will be featured each year. 
The curriculum for professional work is con -
st anlly being re-evaluated so that it will meet the 
need s of families in a changing world and be chal-
lenging to the students. Emphasis is given to under-
standing basic principles, developing ability to apply 
these principles to new situations as they are en-
countered, and understanding and appreciating bas -
ic values of home and family living rather than to 
rigid adherence to particular rules and set patterns. 
Areas of study which have traditionally received 
major concentration now share time with the newer 
fields of nutrition, family relations, home manage ... 
ment, and art and design in clothing and housing. 
For those persons intending to work in newly devel-
oping nations, course content characteristic of earlier 
years still needs emphasis. Programs are expanding 
into fields of local , state, and national concern. The 
request for 500 home economists to become a part 
of the Peace Corps program is evidence that the 
Family Life professions are uniquely qualified to 
make an impac t on the well being and emotional 
health of people in any society. 
COLLEGE OF FOREST, RANGE AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 
By J. Whitney Floyd, Dean 
The past year has been one of growth and de-
velopment in all areas of responsibility of the College 
of Forest, Range, and Wildlife Management , namely 
teaching , research , and public education. 
With the move into the new wing of the For-
estry and Biological Sciences Building and comple-
tion of teaching and laboratory facilities, the college 
is outstanding in the nation in its physical plant. 
In addition to on-campus facilities, the construction 
and equipping of a research laboratory at Bear 
Lake has been completed. The Cooperative Fishery 
Unit has acquired a 20-foot research vessel fully 
equipped with hydraulic winches and other equip-
ment necessary for limnological work at great depths. 
Beyond the physical facilities, the College has 
added new depth and dimension with the establish-
ment of several new programs. A very significant 
·"fi rst" was the initiation of the cooperative Forest 
Recreation Unit in cooperation with the U. S. Forest 
Service. The watershed research program, so vital 
to Utah's future, has been expanded through the 
addition of four collaborators, in cooperation with 
the Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment 
Station. The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service head-
quartere d its Foreign Game Bird Introduction pro ... 
gram on the Campus , staffed by a project leader. 
The Cooperative Fishery Unit program, a joint en-
deavor involving the U. S. Fish and Wiidlife Ser-
vice, the Utah State Department of Fish and Game, 
the Spor t Fishery Institute, and this University , was 
firmly established. Utah State University was the 
first in the nation to have such a program estab-
lished on its campus. The Extension program of the 
College has been broadened with the employment 
of a Range Specialist and a Forest Specialist. 
Through the Extension Services, the College is now 
served with a well rounded program including For-
est, Range, and Wildlife Extension. 
With the increasing demand for outdoor rec-
reation , the College has moved aggressively to pro-
vide a complete offering. Seven staff members have 
competence in various fields of outdoor recreation 
and collectively offer a spectrum of talent unex-
celled. 
College enrollment this year is 382 undergradu-
ates and 77 graduates. In the Forest Management 
Department, there are 164 undergraduates, and 8 
graduates on campus, with 4 in the field completing 
work on an advanced degree. In the Range Manage-
ment Department, there are 89 undergraduates and 
20 graduates, 12 on campus and 8 in the field. The 
Wildlife Resources Department has 129 under-
graduates, 3-0 graduate students on the campus, and 
about 15 employed in various positions while com-
pleting degree assignments. The Range Management 
Department has higher enrollment and a larger 
number of graduating students than any range de-
partment in the country. In addition to the increas--
ing student enrollment, it is gratifying to report that 
almost every graduating student had found employ-
ment by the first of April of this year. 
Beyond the credit course work, the College, in 
cooperation with the Extension Services , has given 
several short courses to personnel of the Fish and 
Game Department and the Bureau of Land Mana ... 
gement. The Range Management Department con,.. 
ducted a short course for the American Institute of 
Land Appra isers , which drew over 100 people from 
throughout America. 
Through its departments and collaborators, the 
College has conducted an extensive research program. 
The Forest Management Department is developing 
techniques to inventory water resources by use of 
aerial photos. There are studies on the demands 
of recreation consumers and on the environmental 
factors affecting revegetation of the spruce fir type. 
The Range Management Department is conducting 
studies on over 12,000 acres of land throughout the 
state . It has active projects on how to increase meat 
and wo ol yields; methods for improving and restoring 
ranges, and increasing carrying capacity for do ... 
mestic and game animals, and in determining proper 
grazing use. The Department of Wildlife Resources 
is conducting studies on pollution of streams by do ... 
mestic detergents and radioactive waste of uranium 
plants; studies of the instinctive and learned behavior 
of birds, mammals, and fish; studies on the popula ... 
tion mechanisms of blacktail jackrabbits and other 
animals. In cooperation with the College of Engin ... 
eering, it is conducting a study on water quality for 
managing marshlands. College personnel have been 
active publishers and actice participants in national 
meetings and professional societies. 
Our future is tied to the wise use of natural 
resources. Looking to this future, the College of 
Forest, Range , and Wildlife Management, which 
was instrumental in establishing the multiple use 
concept, intends to pursue activities furthering this 
concept; to determine management techniques to 
meet the increased dmands that will be placed upon 
land and wa ter resources; to train professional re ... 
source managers; and to continue to promote a 
stron g program in public education. 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND ARTS 
By Carlton F. Culmsee, Dean 
If you can conceive of a man who has been 
strictly solitary all his life, you must, I think, see him 
as little more than a floating island, a vegetative 
mass adrift in a lonely sea. But communication mul ... 
tiplies a person's might: it enables him to nourish 
himself on infinitely varied strengths and creations 
of others. At the same time it enables him to enrich 
his fellows. Communication is circulation of blood 
and lymph and galvanic energy, carrying food of 
fact , anti ... biotics of truth, creative power. You can ... 
not separate communication and creativity, people 
and progress. Thus the primary goal of the College 
of Humanities and Arts is to nourish and discipline 
creativity through improved communication, and 
help fuse society together in effective action. It is 
most significantly concerned with sharing the best 
mental and artistic productions for the strengthen ... 
ing of individual mind and the group. 
Since Gutenburg cast his type and printed 
his Bibles, we have thought first of the printed word 
when thinking of communication. The Word, which 
once stood for divine wisdom conveyed through 
diverse symbols, came to mean the word given us 
in the printed scriptures . The printed word is still 
the mos t prevalent way to transmit ideas, from the 
peremptory "STOP" and ungrammatical "GO 
SLOW" of road signs to the complex art of a 
Robert Frost. 
With the addition last year of the Fine Arts, 
drawing and painting , ceramics and sculpture, in ... 
strumental and vocal music, theatre and related arts, 
this College has gained a redoubled appreciation for 
the varied vehicles of conveying ideas and emotions. 
There are whole planes and spheres of meaning 
beyond dictionary definitions. The strongest and 
subtlest powers of music , for example, achieve their 
effects through non ... verbal or non ... Jinguistic means 
of communication. This is true of all the arts-
including literature! For the printed or spoken word 
is far more than a Webster definition: it is no mere 
bottle label or door sign; it is a door itself, a portal 
to meanings that range from the near and clear to 
those larger but more distant and nebulous. The 
wrath of joy or awe that some words fill us with is 
vaster and stronger than cool, clipped dictionary 
phrases. 
Therefore the University requires us to provide 
three Basic Communications courses , and requires 
every freshman to take them all. A minimum pro ... 
ficiency in communication is essential to success in 
all other courses, in all occupations. Also departments 
in Engineering. Forestry and other areas insist that 
their students study advanced composition, techni--
cal writing, professional or public speaking. 
Obviously communication cannot be separated 
from thoughts and emotions communicated. There-
fore teachers in various subjects advise their students 
to enroll in courses in Great Books and Ideas, World 
Literature, the novel, poetry, essays. That is why 
half of all USU students take composition and lit--
erature courses each quarter. That is why the Eng--
lish- Journalism staff is larger than others. 
The Fine Arts Department staff is likewise 
numerous because this unit, besides teaching many 
students in classes, offers performances-it communi--
cates through non-linguistic and linguistic means-
to the entire student body and the faculty, and to the 
larger communities of Logan, the state and, through 
tours and television, beyond. Therefore the proposed 
Fine Arts Center will contain a spacious concert hall 
and theatre , besides classrooms, studios and galleries 
for painting, sculpture, weaving and other arts. 
Does Landscape Architecture and Environmen--
tal Planning come within the scope of creativity ex--
pressed through artistic communication? Yes. The 
landscape architect takes cues from the ample con--
figurations of mother nature, but he is no thrall to 
them. He weds his human creativeness with nature's 
to bring forth usefullness and essential beauty de--
fined in human terms. The skilled planner's design 
is at once an art object and a device to communicate 
his vision to workmen who will give it concrete em-
bodiment. 
The Language and Philosophy Department 
raises no doubt as to its goals of communication. 
Both in basic skills and in literary studies, conducted 
with modern electronic aids, this department helps 
us understand other peoples and foster international 
trade, understanding and peace. Philosophy is the 
study of truths which "master spirits" have com--
municated to us, of principles underlying knowledge 
and conceptions of being and reality. Each in its own 
way, languages and philosophy trace the growth 
of our culture from ancient speech and ancient 
wisdom to today's thought in science and other in--
tellectual provinces. 
The Speech Department is concerned with 
inter-personal communication. Also it is increasingly 
concerned with mass communication through public 
speaking, debate and other forensic programs, radio 
and television. The new Radio and TV Center is 
well equipped. Speech provides basic aids to drama. 
Through new facilities the Speech Correction Clinic 
scientifically aids those handicapped in speech or 
hearing. 
Thus these departments bear weighty respon-
sibilities in helping man share his mental--spiritual 
wealth for the enrichment of all. 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
By Eldon J.. Gardner, Dean 
The College of Science was organized in the 
summer of 1 962 by the action of the University 
Administration and the Board of Trustees. The 
present dean was appointed on September 14, 1962. 
Eight departments make up the college: Applied 
Statistics and Computer Science, Bacteriology and 
Public Health, Botany and Plant Pathology, Chem-
istry , Geology , Mathematics , Physics and Zoology. 
The number of students majoring in the College 
of Science during the present Spring Quarter is 
411. In the 1963 graduating class, 107 students from 
the College of Science will receive B. S. and B. A. 
Degrees. A total of 120 staff members are on con--
tract, 73 of whom hold professional rank. Among 
these , 56 have Ph .D. degrees, 15 M. S. degrees and 
2 B. S. degrees. The distribution by rank is as fol ... 
lows: 23 professors, 26 associate professors , 23 as-
sistant professors, 1 instructor , 39 research and 
teaching assistants and eight secretaries and clerks . 
Departments making up the college are widely 
separated on the campus. Applied Statistics and 
Computer Science is housed in the basement of 
Old Main. Expansion in teaching, research and 
services to other colleges has resulted in a crowded 
condition, and additional space has been requested . 
Departments of Bacteriology and Public Health ,. 
and Botany and Plant Pathology are housed in the: 
Plant Industry Building. A new laboratory part is 
being added to the introductory course in bacterio-
logy which will require more laboratory space. Bot--
any is being crowded by the expanding research 
laboratories in the Plant Industry Building. A re--
quest has been submitted for remodeling several 
large laboratories on the first three floors and finish--
ing the presently unused space on the fourth floor 
of the Plant Industry Building . 
The Chemistry build ing is now be ing remodeled 
with the aid of matching funds from a federal gran t--
ing agency. An addition to the building is on the 
list for new buildings. Mathematics and Phyiscs 
are located in the new Engineering and Physical 
Science Building. Zoology will occupy the third 
phase of the Forestry and Biological Science Build--
ing when construction is completed this fall. At that 
time Entomology will move from Old Main , and 
Physiology will move from the second floor of the 
Plant Industry Building to the new wing. For the 
first time in many years the Zoology Department will 
be together in the same building. 
The major effort in the College of Science has 
been devoted to teaching responsibilities. Service 
courses are given in each department which are taken 
by numerous students across the campus to fill 
group requi rements and to provide background in 
mathematics , chemistry and other tool subjects. These 
courses are provided for all students seeking a broad 
education , for teachers of science , as well as for 
prospective dentists , physicians, and research schol.-
ars. 
In addition to the teaching program , a whole--
some at mosphere and improved facilities for research 
ha ve been establi shed. The research effort in the 
College of Science is made jointly and cooperatively 
with the Experiment Station, Uni versity Research, 
and the School of G raduate Studies. A high propor--
tion of the staff members of the College of Science 
are participating in research projects. This is in 
keeping with the traditional function of universities 
as insti tutions devoted to creative as well as instruc.-
tional ac tivities. Significant publications have result.-
ed from the research projects conducted during the 
past few years. 
Each department head has worked with his staff 
in for mula ting approp riate objectives for his depart--
ment. When the objectives were approved by the 
department , they were reviewed with the other de--
partment heads at a regular meeting . Attention is 
now being devo ted to the formulation of appropriate 
and realistic objectives for the entire College of 
Science . 
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
By J. Ste wart Williams , Dean 
T he School of G ra duate Studies brings togeth --
er and coordinates the teac hing funct ion of the Uni --
versity at its highes t leve l. Its product ion of advan--
ced degrees repre sents to a large extent the scholarly 
production of the University. Graduate student pr o--
grams are based upon research that brin gs new ad.-
ditions to knowledge , and their extent and qua lity 
are measur es of the intellectual activity of the Un i--
vers ity. Growing out of a school whose function was 
largel y the gra nting of undergraduate degrees , the 
School of Gradu ate Studies at U tah State also 
represents growth in breadth and quality of under--
graduate instruction. The University policy of em--
ploying only capable scholar--teachers, who desir e 
t o continue research with graduate students, as we ll 
a s teaching undergr aduate classes , builds strengt h 
into all functions of the institutional program . Con--
comitantly , the results of the research solving many 
problems for the people of the state, the nation an d 
w orld , are of inestimable value. 
At the present time the ins tructional staff of 
the University, excluding graduate assistants, con--
sist s of over 400 pers ons , 49 percent of who m hold 
the doc torat e degr ee, an d only nine perc ent of whom 
have the ba chelor's degre e. Th is compar es with 
a nati onal average of Jess than 40 per cent holding 
the doctorate in all colleg es an d universities in th e 
nation. The annu al budget for research at the Un--
iversity now exceed s $3.5 million. There are nea rly 
300 active research pro jects , and a listing of pub-
lications of the faculty , for the period 1955--60, in.-
eludes 1740 titles . 
Important recent additions to the physica l faci l-
ities of the University that lend special support to 
the graduate program are the Engineering an d 
Physic al Science Building , and the first phase of 
the Forestry--Biological Science Building. New faci l-
ities being built are the Utah Water Research Labo r--
atory , the fina l phase of the Forestry--Biologica l 
Science Building , and the new Library . The new 
library, which surrounds and incorporates the ex-
isting library , w ill greatly facilitate graduate stud y . 
Hundreds of study cubicles will be provided for 
graduat e studen ts who will have access to the hol d-
ings of the library on an open-stack arrangemen t. 
The first Master's degree was granted by Utah 
State in 1914, the first doctorate in 1950. This com-
mencement will bring the total doctorates granted 
to well over one hundred, and the Masters degrees 
granted to well over twenty--four hundred. 
Financial support for students is of vital im-
portance in creating a capable graduate student 
body, and the support in Utah State's School of 
Graduate Studies is substantial and growing. Num--
erous students in the biological sciences have ob-
tained fellowships from the National Institute of 
Health. A training grant in genetics, from the same 
source, provides additional important support in 
that area. A training grant in physics and electrical 
engineering from the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration provides fellowships in these 
disciplines. Utah State participates in the fellow--
ship program of the National Defense Education 
Act with fellowships in zoology, botany, and civil 
engineering. It also participates in the Graduate 
Fellowship and Cooperative Fellowship programs of 
the National Science Foundation. The Research 
Council provides University Research Fellowships. 
At the present time there are approximately 100 
fellowship holders in the S c h o o 1 of Graduate 
Studies, while another 200 students are serving as 
teaching and research assistants. 
LIBRARY 
By Milton C. Abrams, Librarian 
The new library building is now under con--
struction on the site of the present _library and ap-
pended to it. The structure has been designed to 
merge the new and the old in one design. Construe ... 
tion is proceding in two phases; the first provides for 
the framing of the entire structure and the comple-
tion of the first two levels; the second phase pro-
vides for the completion of the third and fourth 
levels and the refacing and renovation of the present 
structure. According to the construction schedule, 
the first phase will be completed in the fall of 1963, 
and plans are under way for the library to occupy 
the first two levels by the beginning of Winter 
Quarter, 1964. 
The four levels and the basement of the new 
structure will provide 143,000 square feet, which, 
when added to the 31,000 square feet in the present 
building, will provide a total 174,000 square feet. 
When both phases are completed, the building will 
provide storage for 1,000,000 volumes and seating 
for 2,000 patrons. 
With completion of the enlarged facility, the 
library will adopt three major organizational changes. 
First, the building has been designed for open stacks 
in which reading spaces for patrons are interspaced 
among the book stacks. This plan has been adopted 
to allow faculty and students immediate access to 
the book collection. Secondly, the present branch 
system will be abandoned in favor of a central }i ... 
brary. A third change provides for the organization 
of the collection into four principal divisions: Science 
and Engineering, Social Science and Education, 
Humanities and Fine Arts, and Public Documents. 
In addition to the main divisions, the Library will 
organize the University Archives, a Curriculum 
library, a micro--film center, and faculty and student 
lounges. 
STUDENT SERVICES 
By Claude J. Burtenshaw, Dean 
Many of the functions of Students Services 
are auxiliary to the intellectual purposes of the 
University. If the primary function of the University 
is defined by its scheduled curricular program, the 
Student Services--Health Center, Counseling, Loans 
and Scholarships, Employment, Housing, Food Ser-
vices, Standards of Conduct, Foreign Student Ad--
visement, and General Registration-are justified 
because they contribute to the students's academic 
effectiveness. The University may, however, he 
defined in broader terms. Even though intellectual 
development of a student is primary, there are other 
aspects of his being that need expression and de-
v~lopment. Many responsibilities of Student Ser-
vices-student organizations and affiliated groups 
( A WS, fraternities, sororities, 80 specialized as-
sociations), phases of counseling, health education, 
dormitory organization and activities, Student Union 
programs, University Rules of Conduct, eligibility 
standards-are directed toward a wider University 
purpose. 
The student who arrives on the campus is a 
total person with individuality and personalized 
needs. Student Services helps the student understand 
his experience, assists him in making adjustments, 
and helps him find himself within his society. The 
staff members of the Student Services are the ad-
vocates of student interests and promote his welfare. 
The Utah State University community is an 
association of approximately 6,000 students. Their 
purposes vary with the breadth of the eight Univer-
sity Colleges and the Graduate School. Their ages 
range from 17 to 70, with the enrollment consisting 
of 30 percent Freshmen, 20 percent Sophomores , 
21 percent Juniors, 21 percent Seniors , and 8 per-
cent graduate students. 25 percent of these are 
married. Approximately 5 percent are from 42 for-
eign countries. And of course , significant to the 
total complexion of the University is the 2-1 boy-
girl ratio. 
The most significant addition to the Student 
Services facilities this year has been in student 
housing . Used for the first time last fall were the 
eight buildings of the David 0. McKay Living 
Center , which provided spacious, comfortable liv-
ing accomodations for 576 students. The seven 
dormitories housed 360 girls and 144 boys. The 
eighth building was a board and room unit for 72 
returned missionaries. 
One year ago the first units of the new married 
students apartments were used, and by the end 
of this summer the remainder of the 192 married 
apartments will be completed. Seventy--two of these 
units will be temporarily used, commencing this 
fall, to house 288 women students . 
Early in April of this year a contract was let 
for the building of an addition on the present 
Student Union Building. This addition will add one-
half again to the present size, will make available 
new facilities, and will increase the area of many 
of the existing activities. The total addition will 
cost in excess of $2,000,000. These funds are pro-
vided by a federal loan and will be repaid by the 
students. 
During the past year students, faculty, and 
representatives of the Cache Valley Medical As-
sociation have studied the Student Health needs 
and services. A health proposal is now ready for 
1963--64 implementation. It is proposed that the 
medical care program in the Health Center be main-
tained as an ambulatory care center, but that its dia-
gnostic facilities be increased and include as soon 
as possible student immunization. It is proposed, 
as well that the school physician be responsible for 
health education and concerned with the total 
student health. There was agreement that the stu-
dent medical care part of the health program could 
be improved if more students participated in an in-
surance pr.ogram. To implement this recommenda ... 
tion, a student will have included in his fee an in-
surance premium unless a signed waiver is received 
in the Controller's Office 24 hours prior to the 
Fall registration. Through an insurance program, 
the Cache Valley Hospital and the valley's medical 
personnel will be available to the students at a low 
cost. 
The Student Employment Office was moved 
at the beginning of this year from the Old Forestry 
to the second floor of the Mechanical Arts Building. 
During the 1961--62 year, 175 companies and gov-
ernment agencies visited the campus. This year 
240 companies and agencies visited the Employment 
Office, and under its direction, interviewed students 
for prospective employment. 
Instituted for the first time this year was the 
new enforcement procedure of University stand-
ards. Students reported to the Dean of Students 
for alleged violation of University standards are 
referred to student--faculty committees convened in 
the Dean of Students' Office. 
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 
By D. Wynne Thorne, Director 
Research is a University obligation second only 
to teaching. In practice, the two are inseparable. One 
of the highest orders of teaching is the involvement 
of teacher and student in a mutual s~arch for solu--
tions to important problems. About 200 staff mem-
hers and 500 students are working together at USU 
in our research programs. 
The Division of University Research serves as 
a coordina ting center for all research of Utah State 
University and its branches , and directly administers 
research outside of the Agricultural and Engineering 
Experiment Stations. The Division promotes schol.--
arly, creative endeavors by faculty and students and 
strives to develop a distinctive , scientific climate on 
the campus. 
A proportion of the income fr.om federal lands in 
Utah is assigned to the University for research pur .. 
poses . This money is used to carry out initial explora .. 
tions of new ideas, to purchase scientific equipment , 
and to support worthy research where outside grant 
funds are not available. Because these funds are 
limited, large scale research projects depend on 
grants or special appropriations. 
Since the Division of University Research was 
established in 1955, the total annual investment in 
research at USU has increased 300 percent. Research 
outside of the Agricultural Experiment Station has 
grown from about $5,000 per year to over a million 
dollars . 
Research in chemistry has made unusual note .. 
worthy growth in the last three years. Special em .. 
phasis is placed on the chemistry of living organisms. 
Investigations include alkaloid synthesis in plants, 
enzyme systems important in nitrogen transforma .. 
tions, decarboxylation reactions, and reactions of 
riboflavins. 
Our geologists are mapping the principal forma--
tions of northern Utah and carrying out detailed 
studies that are helping us understand the processes 
and events that produced our mountains and valleys. 
USU biologists are among those enlarging our 
understanding of the mechanisms of inheritance . 
Their studies involve such different organisms as 
fruit flies and native grasses, and are concerned 
\: ith the principles of inheritance of special traits 
and the chemical and physical nature of chromoso-
mes and other inheritance transmitting materials. 
Other important areas of research include the 
social sciences and the humanities. A recent publi .. 
cation brings together extensive material on the or--
ganization and processes of Utah government. and 
studies on the industries of Utah have been published. 
Research at USU is broadly defined to include 
all scholarly , creative effort . This has fostered a 
growing program in literature and the arts. Our 
artists thus have been supported in exploring new 
materials and new modes of expression in painting 
and pottery making. 
University research funds have assisted in a 
large number of writing projects in such diverse 
areas as chemistry , economic history , political theory , 
philosophy, poetry writing, and the compilation and 
critical analysis of materials of public interest, in--
eluding cowboy songs and ballads and the corres ... 
pondence of Jack London. 
The magnitude and quality of research at a 
university correlate closely with the success of its 
graduate school programs. The rapid expansion of 
USU 's research and the progress being made in its 
achieving national recognition portend a bright fu .. 
ture here as a regional center for research and for 
graduate training. 
EXPERIMENT STATION AND COOPERATING AGENCIES 
By D. Wynne Thorne , Director 
The Agricultural Experiment Station is a pub--
licly supported branch of the University dedicated to 
solving problems of importance to the welfare of 
Utah and the Intermountain Region. Its funds come 
from appropriations of the state legislature and the 
U. S. Congress. Numerous gifts and grants from 
industry and private and public foundations augment 
the income picture. Among the Station's commitments 
is an obligation to conduct research that will improve 
food quality , insure an ample supply of food, and 
better human nutrition. It is also charged with doing 
research that will facilitate the conservation , develop--
ment, and wise use of the state's natural resources 
of land, water, and air, and the accompanying plant 
and animal products. 
During the past year there have been several 
significant developments in Station programs. 
The U. S. Senate passed the Stennis-McIntire 
Forestry Research Act late in 1962, authorizing 
federal appropriations for research in broad phases 
of forestry, range, and wildlife. The state has pro.. 
vided some required matching funds. This expanded 
program is to be jointly administered by the Station 
and the College of Forestry. Funds will be used 
first to initiate vigorous research programs in water--
shed management , including the study of ways to 
improve our water supplies, and of ways to develop 
outdoor recreation potentials. 
The University watershed research program will 
be greatly strengthened by recent Congressional ac--
tion to make the Utah State University campus a 
regional center for U.S. Forest Service Watershed 
research. Construction will start soon on the first 
phase of a federally financed million dollar watershed 
laboratory. 
The outdoor recreation program will focus much 
of its initial attential on the Bear Lake area, but is 
expected to be extended to present and future rec--
reational resources and opportunities in all parts 
of the state. 
The formation of our Center for Social Science 
Research on Natural Resources is related to the ex-
panded watershed and outdoor recreation investiga-
tions. The Center will be primarily concerned with 
the impact of public policies on the development and 
use of Utah's land, water , and air resources. The 
economic returns from alternative uses and products 
are receiving major attention. The U. S. Bureau of 
Land Management and the U. S. Forest Service 
are cooperating closely in supporting and carrying 
out these investigations . 
Two hundred twenty acres of land have been 
acquired five miles south of Logan for an Animal 
Science Research Center. It is hoped the state will 
provide funds to construct buildings to make this 
Center operational. Construction of required build--
ings at this Center will permit movement of live-
stock from the campus area and free additional land 
for student housing purposes. 
USU and the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
have cooperated in establishing a Dairy Research 
Center. This is now in full scale operation. Nearly 
200 milk cows and 450 total animals are involved in 
studies on management, efficiency of production, and 
breeding to produce needed supplies of higher quali-
ty milk for the future. 
The year has brought several major achieve-
ments in research . Dr. Cochran and associates in the 
Virus Laboratory have attained the international 
spotlight with their discovery of how to produce 
virus particles outside of living cells. This discovery 
is a major step toward unravelling many of the 
intricate mysteries of virus diseases of plants, ani-
mals , and man. Our plant breedsrs have found an 
important answer to a modern paradox. In the midst 
of large surpluses of grain there has been a shortage 
of wheat with desirable bread-making qualities. Pro-
fessors Wade Dewey and D. C. Tingey have devel-
oped a disease-resistant wheat that produces a 
flour with outstanding dough strength suitable for 
the mechanical processes used in modern bakeries. 
An important part of the scholarly research cli-
mate at Utah State University is the associated re-
search programs of federal agencies. At the present 
time more than 50 scientists are located at USU who 
are employed and whose research is principally fi ... 
nanced by federal agencies. These federal employees 
work cooperatively with USU staff members on 
research problems and are considered part of the 
faculty of the University. 
The U. S. Department of Agriculture Crops 
Research Laboratory was constructed by the federal 
government on the campus to provide laboratory and 
greenhouse space for basic research on sugar beets, 
forage crops, and oil seed crops. A federally con-
structed laboratory and greenhouse unit for re-
search on plant pollinating insects is a unique center 
for research on an important group of beneficial 
insects . Additional federal research buildings have 
been proposed for construction here. 
Federal associated research programs cover 
such diverse fields as outdoor recreation, fisheries 
and big game studies, veterinary science, dairy 
science , plant breeding and physiology , nematology, 
irrigation engineering, soil science and plant nutrition, 
virus disease of plants and entomology. 
The Experiment Station and its associated fed-
erally sponsored research programs constitute a ma-
jor part of Utah State University's total research 
effort . Between 300 and 400 students participate 
in these activities, and the information gleaned from 
these investigations moves rapidly into classroom 
studies and discussions. 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICES 
By W. H. Bennett, Director 
Extension activit ies this year have been char-
acterized by changes , progress and growth. There 
have been changes in personnel, in organizational 
patterns and in programs. 
Two members of the staff retired _, Director 
Carl Frischknecht and Elna Miller , both of whom 
gave long and outstanding service to the University 
and to the people of the state and nation . W. H. 
Bennett became the new Director on July 1. Lloyd 
A. Drury became Associate Director in place of 
Ge ne S. Jacobsen, who resigned to accept an as .... 
signment in Ethiopia. Karl Parker replaced John 
Vallentine as Range Management Specialist and 
John Hunt as Extension Forester. James Bowns 
served as Acting Range Management Specialist for 
several months and then as Acting County Agent 
in Emery County. Arvil Stark, Bruce Anderson and 
Courtney Brewer joined the staff in February: Dr. 
Stark as Extension Specialist in Ornamental Hor .... 
ticulture, Anderson as Water Use Specialist and 
Brewer as Rural Civil Defense Leader. Two new 
home agents were appointed to fill vacancies-Elaine 
Hatch in Duchesne County and Evelyn Huntsman 
in Emery County. 
Special honors came to Theta Johnson, who 
was elected Pre sident of the Utah Home Economics 
Association; to Naomi Jensen , elected Second Vice 
President of the National Home Demonstration 
Agents Association; to Grant Esplin, elected West,., 
ern Director of the National Association of County 
Agricultural Agents; and to Bessie Lemon and Ray 
Thatcher , both of whom received the Distinguished 
Service A ward from their national associations. 
Extension workers are moving forward ag .... 
gressively on professional improvement. Three com .... 
pleted requirements for the Ph.D. degree this year 
..-Clayne Jensen , Bruce Anderson and William 
Farnsworth. Two others are nearing completion-
Kay Bendixsen and Wesley Maughan. Grant Es .... 
plin completed requirements for the M.S. degree 
and eight other Extension staff members should 
complete requirements for this degree by October 
of this year. 
District operations are providing Utah State 
University services to our people throughout the 
state in close cooperation with school districts, 
superintendents, teacher services , Extension class--
room and correspondence personnel, students and 
Uni versity public relations officials. 
Official acceptance and financial support of 
E xt ension Education at the county level has been 
achie ved with every county in the state this year..-
for the first time. Arrangements have been worked 
out with county commissioners under which Dag .... 
gett County now receives one .... half time of a County 
Agent from the Uintah office, and Grand County 
now receives assistance from the San Juan County 
Agent. The Green River area of Emery County 
is being serviced by the Carbon County Extension 
Agents . This reduces travel, saves time and makes 
for more efficient operations. Emery County pro--
vides finances for this arrangement. Other inter-
county operational arrangements are being explored 
for Juab and Sanpete Counties . 
A pilot organization for area programming is 
being developed in Sevier, Wayne and Piute Coun-
ties in cooperation with County Commissioners. This 
is a realistic approach to shifting populations and 
program needs. 
In four counties where population has declined 
and the tax base reduced , home agents are now 
being employed on a 60 percent time basis . 
The Wasatch Front counties, which have ex--
perienced a rapid increase population, will receive 
additional Extension help to strengthen our pro -
grams for both youth and adults. Several Extension 
staff members , with state-wide responsibilities are 
now headquartered at Salt Lake City instead of 
Logan , to better meet the needs of the people. 
New areas for Extension activity opened up 
during the year in Economic and Social Development , 
Landscape Improvement and Rural Civil Defense. 
These areas will receive considerable emphasis in 
the year ahead. 
Efforts are being made to involve the Colleges 
and Departments of the University in Extension 
programming and development so that University .... 
level planning can strengthen the grass .... roots plan--
ning with the people in the counties and thus insure 
stronger Extension programs throughout the State. 
In cooperation with the Colleges, Extension 
programs were entered into with Thiokol, the Tooel e 
Ordnance Depot , various state agencies, our Branch 
Colleges and with others , to provide specialized 
training for personnel and to provide graduate train ... 
ing for teachers and others. 
The activities and experiences of the U.S.U. 
Extension Services during the past year have demon-
strated that the State is our Campus and that the 
opportunities for the future are unlimited. 
COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN UT AH 
By Royden C. Braithwaite, Director 
The year 1963 proved to be challenging and re-
wardi ng in the history of College of Southern Utah , 
branch of Utah State University , located in Cedar 
City. Responding to the directive of the Board of 
Trustees, with the approval of the Utah Coordinat ,.., 
ing Council on Higher Education , the Administration 
and faculty have been deeply involved in the form,., 
ulation of guidelines for the future development of 
the College of Southern Utah into a four year 
liberal arts college, including teacher education 
programs. The first significant step in the develop-
ment of the liberal arts program will take place 
in September, 1963, when students will enroll for 
third year work in a number of selected major fields 
of study. This expansion is most gratefully apprecia-
ted by students, parents and citizens served by the 
college. Preregistration indicates many students will 
remain on campus next fall to take advantage of the 
new program. 
Our four-year program for the education and 
certification of elementary teachers has continued 
to achieve greater excellence in all dimensions of 
services: to students, to school districts, to sur,.., 
rounding states. Our teachers-in,..,training and our 
faculty are in great demand. Outstanding workshops 
and conferences have been held both on and off 
campus. 
During the past year we were pleased to have 
full accreditation extended through 1968 by the 
Northwest Accrediting Association for Secondary 
and Higher Schools. This is a desirable achievement. 
We have been pleased with the outstanding 
service rendered the state's citizens through our 
office of public information and service. A record 
of high excellence in news reporting, high school 
assemblies, public programs, radio and television 
productions, has been achieved. 
Students enrolled at the college have revealed 
a genuine desire to move forward toward the real-
ization of their educational goals. The faculty has 
reported that serious motivation toward scholastic 
endeavor has never been higher. The leaders of 
student government have promoted outstanding con-
ferences in leadership development. Outst an ding 
events held during 1962-63 included an Associated 
Women Students-sponsored "Esther Peterson Day" 
( former member of College of Southern Utah fac-
ulty) centered around a workshop on "The Woman 
of Culture", a concert of the Four Freshmen, the 
appearance of Dame Judith Anderson, Campus 
Beautification Day , Founders' Day, Thanksgiving 
banquet, freedom forums, and the college prom. 
Our record of achievement in all competitive 
athletics has been most impressive , including the 
con£ erence championship in baseball for the second 
time and participation in the tournament for the 
national championship, second place in the confer-
ence in track, second place in the conference in 
football, and fourth place in basketball. 
We have excelled in all areas of the arts. Mem,.., 
orable experiences include: the Messiah, Amahl and 
The Night Visitors, Pirates of Penzance, Verdi's 
Requiem, chorale varieties, band and orchestra con-
certs, art exhibits, dance festivals, and outstanding 
dramatic productions including All the Way Home, 
The Barretts of Wimpole Street, Ladies in Ret.ire--
ment, Teahouse of the August Moon. The First An--
nual Shakespearean Fes tival proved to be a very 
successful educational enterprise. The Second An-
nual Festival will be held on our campus from July 
3,..,24 and wi1l include Othello, As You Like It, and 
Antony and Cleopatra . Professor Addison of Stan--
ford University has consented to be co-director and 
producer of the plays to be presented. 
An unprecedented number of projects in cam--
pus development and beautification have been com-
pleted , including expansion of the art depar tment 
in the areas of ceramics, sculpture, and painting. 
The Southern Utah Museum has been created. Im-
provement s have been made in the Valley Farm 
facilities. A new home management center has been 
approved. Improvements have also been made in 
the facilities of the student center . We are anticipat--
ing immediate construction of a new near--million 
dollar Phy sica l Education Center , three new Resi--
dence Halls, and the expansion of our heat plan t. 
The deep seated love for and support of the 
College of Southern Utah by citizens of Cedar City 
and the state have found generous expression in the 
many substantial gifts made directly to the college 
and through several newly organized foundations: 
The Southern Utah Foundation, the Library Devel.-
opment Foundation , and the Lucille M. Broadbent 
Foundation. 
A number of outstanding recognitions have 
come to members of our faculty for significant pro--
fessional achievements during the past year. Grants 
for continued graduate study and publication of ' 
special articles and research findings have been 
among these achievements. Student enrollment reach--
ed another high peak, exceeding all previous yearly 
totals, in the rapidly growing population of the. 
college community. 
SNOW COLLEGE 
By Floyd S. Holm, Director 
Snow College continues to grow. Perhaps fore --
most among indications of such growth this past 
year w ould be the new and renovated physical facil-
ities . This spring ground was broken and contruc --
tion begun on a new Student Center and two dorm -
itories. The latter will provide living accomodations 
for 168 students. Extensive remodeling of the Noyes 
building has added a listening laboratory for foreign 
langu a ges. speech, reading, and music. The labor--
atory offers 24 stations for listening. We also 
established a reading lab to accelerate the reading 
pace of students. A great deal of credit for the 
development of these new labs must be given to 
the resourcefulness of the staff at the college. The 
ballroom also was remodeled inside to encourage 
student activities. 
Curricula also have been enriched this past 
year. The social science staff will have a new 
member next year to enhance the offerings in this 
area. Humanities have expanded also to include 
photography and expository writing. 
We have continued the practice of having 
short courses on the campus in connection with ex-
tension services of Utah State University. This 
year those featured included a turkey short course 
and those connected with major farm animals: 
dairy, beef, swine, and sheep. 
Following the precedence set by three past 
years , we continue our " follow-up study" with the 
three major universities in the state in which some 
of our taff went on each campus and talked with 
stud ents who are in their second year out of our 
school. We found out how they were doing , how 
our course work had prepared them for upper div.-
ision work. These findings help us check and 
strengthen our programs. We also sent a letter 
survey to student who were in their first year away 
from Snow at one of the three major institutions 
in Utah. 
Most significantly evident is the resourceful,.. 
ess of our own people. Not only have they worked 
together in the increasing of helpful facilities but 
individually they have taken additional study toward 
higher degrees and / or to improve effectiveness in 
their staff responsibilities. Fift y to 80 percent of 
the staff have been doing this each year for several 
years. 
Community and county support is most note-
worthy. During the past year 43 local individuals 
and organizations have contributed over $6,500 to the 
school, mostly for scholarships , but in addition to 
an organ fund and others. B. F. Larson, one of 
Utah's well-known painters, has given ten of his 
works to our school: seven sketches and three ma-
jor paintings. 
Enrollment hit an all time high this past winter 
quarter with approximately 540 people enrolled in 
classes. Eighty-five of these individuals took even-
ing courses. 
We have taken 67 service and entertainment 
programs from the campus to the areas from which 
the majority of our students come. Faculty person-
nel and students have been involved in lectures , 
music and assembly programs. Several programs 
were also offered on the campus in service to the 
community, most notable among these was a pro-
gram , University of Scouting, in which 165 scout 
leaders from central Utah participated. High School 
Career Day feted 435 high school seniors from Juab 
and Sanpete counties and provided these students 
with information about careers in a number of 
areas. This program was planned in cooperation 
with the two school districts involved. 
Athletic records also show history in the mak-
ing. We won the football conference for the first 
time in our history and we won from Boise Junior 
College , who had taken the ICAC football confer-
ence for the past 16 years. 
Student productions and activities have enjoyed 
success this past year. A musical production and 
four other major theater programs were well pre-
ented and well supported. One of our students 
also won second · place in a college talent show at 
Utah State, in which talent numbers from several 
schools were featured. 
Staff, student, and community morale combine 
also to emphasize that Snow College continues to 
grow. 
NEW ADMINISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS 
Dr. William H. Bennett, Director , Extension Services 
BS 1936, MS 1948 USU, PhD 1957 U of Wisconsin 
Dr. Eldon J. Gardner , Dean, College of Science 
BS 1934, MS 1935, PhD 1939 U of California 
Dr. Vearl R. Smith, Dean, College of Agriculture 
BS 1939 U of Idaho, MS 1941 Oregon State U., PhD 1944 U of Minnesota 
Dr. Gene Jacobsen, Director , Summer School 
BS 1949, MS 1954 USU, EdD 1957 U of California. 
Dr. Lloyd A. Drury, Associate Director , Extension Services ; 
Director, Extension Classwork and Correspondence Study 
BA 1947 So. Idaho C of Education , MA 1948 Colorado State U., 
EdD 1952 U of Wyoming. 
Dr. Claude J. Burtenshaw , Dean of Students 
BS 1946, MS 1948, PhD 1955 U of Utah. 
Dr . Carl R. Bartel, Head , Department of Industrial and Technical Education 
BS 1949, MS 1952 Kansas State C of Pittsburg , EdD 1959 U of Missouri. 
Dr . Norma H. Compton , Head, Department of Clothing and Textiles 
MS 1954, PhD 1962 U of Maryland 
Dr. Austin E. Fife , Head , Dep artment of Languages 
AB 1934, AM 1935 Stanford U, 1936 Harvard U, PhD 1939 Stanford. 
Professor Elliot Rich, Acting He ad, Department of Civil and Irrigation 
Engineering 
BS 1943 USU , ME 1951 U of Utah. 
Anthony J. Knap, Head Football Coach 
BS 1939, MS 1953 U of Idaho. 
NECROLOGY 
Emeritus Professor V. L. Martineau 
Faculty , 1919-1950 
Date of Death: May 17, 1962 
Emeritus Professor Harold B. Kepner 
Faculty, 1930 .... 1962 
Date of Death: August 20, 1962 
Mrs. Eve Ashton 
Member, Board of Trustees, 1956 .... 1962 
Date of Death: November 14, 1962 
Mr. William R. Goetschius 
Student , 1959-1962 
Date of Death: November 21, 1962 
Mr. Robert D. Hamilton 
Student, 1960-1962 
Date of Death: December 11, 1962 
Pro fessor Eugene Arthur Hardy 
Faculty CSU , 1940- 1962 
Date of De ath: December 15, 1962 
Mr. J.ohn C. Brandt 
Student, 1961 .... 63 
Date of Death: January 30, 1963 
Dr . Forrest V. Owen 
Agricultural Research Service, 1930-1963 
Date of Death: February 21, 1963 
Mr. Duane Massey 
Student, 1959 .... 1963 
Date of Death: March 23, 1963 
Emeritus Professor Dan Arthur Swenson 
Faculty, 1913 .... 1951 
Date of Death: May 23, 1963 
On behalf of the Utah State University Alumni Association, I congratu.-
late the Graduating Class of 1963. I commend your scholastic achievement 
and wish you success in your future endeavors. 
May I extend to you a most hearty welcome into the Alumni Association 
and urge you to become active with an Alumni Chapter in the area of your 
residence. The University needs your loyal support and, as the years pass 
by, you will find the University can better serve you and meet our needs if you 
maintain contact through activity in the Alumni Association . 
JOE E. WHITESIDES, President 
Utah State University Alumni Association 
-
